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Foreword

 

Dr. Kenneth Edwards
Chairman of the Board, Cambridge

 

On 18 September 1988, some 500 university leaders
signed the 

 

Magna Charta Universitatum

 

 at the occasion
of the 900

 

th

 

 anniversary of the University of Bologna.
The document points to the fundamental values and en-
suing rights that give the universities a specific identity
and a particular role in society. In 1998, the association
of European universities and the University of Bologna
decided to set up an Observatory to monitor the imple-
mentation of the Magna Charta principles. Since then,
every 18 September, universities interested to subscribe
to this document can add their signature to it – in 2002,
20 institutions did so. In this connection, the Observato-
ry also organises a day of reflection on specific aspects of
institutional autonomy and academic freedom, as they
develop in today’s society. 

On 17 September 2002, the members of the Board
and Collegium of the Observatory were thus joined by
representatives of the academic world and of European
universities’ social partners for a roundtable one-day dis-
cussion about the strategic management of human re-
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sources considered as a tool of institutional autonomy.
Organisers asked Bernadette Conraths to facilitate the
meeting, Gordon Shenton to sum up the main arguments
of the debate and Ulrike Felt to prepare the background
information (see p. 13). The present publication propos-
es the summary of these discussions as well as the full
study made of existing margins of autonomy in eight
countries of Europe – in particular as far as personnel
management is concerned. 

One of the objectives of the 

 

Magna Charta Observa-
tory

 

 is to express the principles of the Magna Charta in
ways which will be helpful to individual universities, and
especially those in leadership roles in the institutions, as
they respond to the many challenges which face them
while defending the specificity of their institution. And
that is why this booklet is first being envisaged to help ac-
ademic leaders of Europe to foster capacity for change in
institutions that are both signatories and non-signatories
of the Magna Charta.

Seminar participants accepted as a starting point that
the most valuable resource a university has is the people
within it. This includes both staff and students, but the
debate focused on the former only. In this context, the
discussants recognised the significance of two related fac-
tors about universities in the present turbulent and rap-
idly changing world: firstly, the enormous diversity of
types of institution now included within the category of
“university”; and, secondly, the need for each university
– in order to assert its specific profile – to define individ-
ual objectives and to create a strategy to achieve those
objectives. Given this diversity, which will reflect the past
history, culture and mission of each institution as well as
its current plans to adapt to a changing world, it is impos-
sible, however, to present any general recommendations
or detailed practice which would be applicable to all in-
stitutions. Nevertheless the Observatory does believe
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that universities might find it helpful to be provided with
a list of criteria which should be considered when they
develop internal arrangements to manage their human
resources in order to meet their institutional needs both
for accountability and for identity. 

The following list is an attempt at a series of pointers
organised under three headings, which reflect  the three
sections of the Shenton/Conraths summary (see p. 105).

 

Institutional Strategy

 

In defining the objectives of the university and creating a
strategy to achieve those objectives, how does the insti-
tution deal with the following questions?

1. Which external stakeholders need to be consulted or
considered?

2. Which of those stakeholders are sources of signifi-
cant funding – e.g. government, corporations, bene-
factors, students (through fees)?

3. Which bodies within the institution are responsible
for formal decision-making – e.g. Governing Board,
Board of Trustees, Academic Board, Senate?

4. What formal systems exist for the decision-making
bodies to be accountable, and to whom are they ac-
countable?

5. What mechanisms exist for consulting the members
of staff of the university?

6. Are these systems both informal and formal?

7. What categories of staff are involved in any consul-
tation processes?

8. Should these processes be modified, and, if so, in
what way?
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9. What mechanisms exist within the university for in-
forming staff of decisions taken?

10. Should these mechanisms be modified?

11. Has the university compared its systems with those
in other institutions, and attempted to determine
what is good practice and whether that would be ap-
plicable?

 

Leadership

 

The seminar concluded that the identification and train-
ing of good leaders is of great importance in universities
in the current rapidly changing circumstances.   The fol-
lowing questions might be helpful.

1. What processes exist for the appointment of leaders
– Rectors, Vice-rectors, Deans, Heads of depart-
ments?

2. What role, if any, is played by the Governing Board
(or equivalent) in the appointment of senior posi-
tions?

3. What criteria are used to identify potential for lead-
ership and management skills in those being consid-
ered for such positions?

4. What training in leadership and management skills
is provided for newly appointed leaders?

5. Is such training provided internally or is advantage
taken of external provision?

6. What continuing support is provided?

7. What criteria are used to determine periods in office
of leaders?
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8. Are the periods long enough for the holders to be
able to exercise effective leadership?

9. Has the university compared its arrangements with
others and attempted to determine good practice
which would be relevant to its circumstances?

 

Management  

 

Gaining the best commitment and performances from
all staff in a university requires subtle management of
human resources and the form this takes will depend
very much on the traditions and culture of the universi-
ty.   The following questions represent some fundamen-
tal principles which have general application.

1. Are there mechanisms to provide feedback to all
staff about performance?

2. Do mechanisms exist for all staff to have sympathet-
ic appraisal and advice about their performance and
development?

3. Are any such processes used for advisory purposes
only, or are they also used to determine promotion
or other rewards? 

4. If the same processes are used for both advice on de-
velopment and for rewards, should the two be sepa-
rated?

5. How are personal appraisers or advisers selected?

6. Do they also have any management role in relation
to those whom they appraise?

7. What training is provided for those who act as per-
sonal appraisers of others?
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8. What mechanisms exist to determine promotion or
other rewards?

9. Do they have the confidence of staff that they are
fair?

10. Should the mechanisms be modified?

11. What mechanisms exist to provide personal training
– e.g. in teaching, managing research programmes,
administrative activities?

12. Are they available to all staff?

13. If so, are they appropriate to each particular catego-
ry of staff – e.g. academics, academic support staff
(librarians, scientific technicians, etc), secretarial
staff?

14. Does the university cooperate with other institu-
tions in providing training and development pro-
grammes for its staff?

This check-list is a brief presentation of the themes
underlying the Bologna discussions of last September.
The reader is invited to explore them in greater details by
reading the summary and study here below. They show
that institutional autonomy is very much a result of the
universities’ 

 

capacity to change

 

 and that building a strong
identity justifying autonomy and academic freedom is a
constant effort bringing together the leaders, the mem-
bers and the stakeholders of the universities in a perma-
nent dialogue. 

 

Cambridge, November 2002
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University Autonomy in Europe:
Changing Paradigms in Higher Education Policy

 

Prof. Ulrike Felt
in collaboration with Michaela Glanz
University of Vienna

 

1

 

... a Europe of Knowledge is now widely recognised as
an irreplaceable factor for social and human growth,
and as an indispensable component to consolidate and
enrich the European citizenship, capable of giving its
citizens the necessary competences to face the challeng-
es of the new millennium...  

 

1

 

(Declaration on the Higher Education Area,
Bologna, 1999)

 

Introductory Remarks:
A New Contract between Universities and Society

 

If a “Europe of Knowledge” is to be built, the activities
and shape of universities as key players both in research
and higher education are certainly central. National uni-
versity systems, however, have different histories and

 

1

 

English Editor, Prof. William Bromwich, Università degli
Studi di Bologna.
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don various roles linked to divergent models. As a result,
discussion about commonalities of purpose and action is
currently taking place, with different levels of intensity
and emotion, though a certain convergence on the core
issues  required by university reform can be seen. These
range from the partial retreat of the State as main sup-
porter of the university (science) system, to an increase
in the entrepreneurial character of research and higher
education institutions, the growing flexibility of person-
nel structures, the diversification of financial resources,
the adaptation of curricula to labour market require-
ments and above all the call for new forms of quality as-
sessment. At the heart of the debate are the notions of
autonomy and academic freedom, i.e., the new forms of
responsibility towards society and of accountability to-
wards stakeholders. The list of such pointers for change
could be continued. As such changes have to be under-
stood in the context of global socio-economic and socio-
political shifts, indicators show clear national variations
that reflect different histories in the field of higher edu-
cation – and its relation to the state – different political
cultures and different positions of the university among
other knowledge-producing and distributing institu-
tions. In other words, the repositioning of the universi-
ties as institutions of research and higher education (HE)
in knowledge societies is at stake. In a way, the contract
negotiated between universities and society, under par-
ticular conditions in the 1970s and based on a certain set
of values, is now being renegotiated in the context of
wider societal changes.

Over the last decade, the need for a new contract has
become evident in many ways: three aspects which seem
crucial for our analysis will be considered here. First, the

 

expectations

 

 societies have with regard to universities as
knowledge-producing institutions, but also as central
players in the higher education sector, have undergone
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fundamental change. This change was to a certain extent
brought about by the very success of the institution. The
mass expansion of higher education has not only led to
the growth of the university system (both in research and
teaching) and raised the level of general education in
contemporary society, but has also posed the question of
the future of this process. At the same time, the societies
we are living in have gradually shifted to being so-called
knowledge societies

 

1

 

. This means that knowledge and
the structures in which knowledge is produced, distribut-
ed and applied play a central role in the development of
society at large, that soci(et)al change is increasingly ori-
ented towards scientific progress, and that science and
technology become a privileged resource for action, thus
eliminating other sources of explanation and action. 

However, and this is the second aspect to consider,
the expansion, diversification and differentiation of sci-
ence has not only brought about change at an organisa-
tional level, but has also had consequences for the 

 

kind of
knowledge produced

 

 and how it is produced. Potential
users of knowledge start to play an important role at a
much earlier stage of the process of knowledge produc-
tion, and thus enter the university setting as actors. The
assessment of the quality of scientific findings and their
impact on society at large is no longer left exclusively to
the science system, but so-called extended peer-groups
(involving scientists as well as non-scientists) are starting
to claim a central role for themselves.

 

2

 

 
Finally, universities have to be understood as one in-

stitution among many in the network of institutions in
contemporary societies. We are currently experiencing a

 

1

 

For a good comprehensive overview of the issue of knowl-
edge, see Heidenreich (2001), Stehr (1994, 2000), Weingart
(2001) 

 

2

 

See Gibbons et al. (1994) and Nowotny et al. (2001)
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repositioning of different sectors within our societies –
economy, labour market, social system, politics etc. –
both at the level of nation states and at the regional (EU)
and/or global level. Universities are thus asked to reposi-
tion themselves in this 

 

new relational network

 

, to rede-
fine and adapt their functions, while at the same time
protecting their space of autonomous decision making
and their genuine innovative role. They have to be rec-
ognised as global players while being able to develop a
clear local profile.

 

1

 

 
The central question to be discussed in this paper is

that of university  autonomy. Are we really witnessing an
increase in institutional university autonomy, as often
claimed in policy documents? If so, on what levels do
these new spaces of self-determination exist? Why is it so
fundamental for higher education to increase or reaffirm
its autonomy and finally, what should universities do to
make use of this freedom in a responsible way? 

The issue will be addressed from two different per-
spectives. In the first part of the paper we will conceptu-
alise the dynamics of current changes. The aim is to gain
a better understanding of the way autonomous spaces are
created and occupied by the universities, but also to work
out how far seemingly autonomous spaces are invaded
and controlled by societal forces. We will also address
the close link between the autonomy of the university
and the debate about freedom of research and teaching.
This should lead us to see that the question of university
autonomy cannot be answered simply by reading the
preambles of various new legislations or by interpreting
legal formulations. While some changes lead to an in-
creased degree of freedom in decision making and shap-
ing the environment of higher education, these changes

 

1

 

See Felt (1998)
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can also cause a regression in freedom of movement at
other levels. Thus it is essential not only to assess the for-
mal level of autonomy, but also to pay more attention to
the informal mechanisms that are at work and to those
areas that are less clearly regulated. 

The second part of this document is devoted to the
discussion of concrete examples. In the model developed
in the first part we identify areas within the universities
which seem important in terms of the degree of autono-
my. We will discuss two of them, namely “decision mak-
ing structures” and “human resources”. In order to illus-
trate the differences but also the similarities in the way in
which these areas are structured in the context of nation
states, we have chosen eight examples of European coun-
tries: Finland, as one of the reform-active Nordic coun-
tries; Hungary, as representative of the EU-accession
countries; the Netherlands, as a small European country
with a long experience in university reform which is of-
ten taken as an example in this domain; Spain, that just a
few months ago introduced a major university reform,
which has given rise to protest; the UK as the precursor
of rather radical reforms (entrepreneurial university,
etc.); Greece and France, which have started reform on
the teaching side, but so far not engaged in more funda-
mental restructuring; and Italy, which is also engaged in
a broader process of reform. Needless to say, we will not
be able to offer a complete and detailed analysis of the
eight countries: we will however try to consider – by ex-
amining some major elements of their functioning mech-
anisms – how, or rather how far, autonomy can be
achieved or not in specific settings.
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I. Changing Paradigms in Higher Education Policy 

 

What are the trends of current changes in the university
system and societal environment, and what are the un-
derlying common dynamics? First of all we will try to
model the interactions between university and society at
large. At the same time we will show how different soci-
etal forces attempt to act on the university system in or-
der to make it better respond to their needs, expecta-
tions and values. These forces may be either clearly visi-
ble, as for example through funding, or more implicit,
such as the values that contribute to the definition of so-
cietal relevance for research and teaching. Universities
also try to safeguard their future development by enlarg-
ing their societal influence and by gaining space in which
to make autonomous decisions. Thus, what we are ob-
serving is a kind of “boundary work” (Gieryn 1995)
through which universities as institutions and the
knowledge they produce are shaped by society, while in
turn they influence the society in which they are embed-
ded. Society can reach into the core of the university in
different ways and at different levels. Consequently, we
will identify in the abstract body of the “university” sub-
entities and areas which seem crucial for the question of
autonomy.

Secondly, we will discuss the notion of autonomy it-
self and how it is linked to other central issues such as ac-
ademic freedom and accountability. These notions are
often seen as closely intertwined in the public debate, but
also in discussions within the academic sector. Finally,
we will discuss two typologies, which might help to de-
scribe and understand current changes in the university
system: one of university management styles, the other
of State-university interaction.
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I.1. Boundary work: Modelling Interaction between 
University and Society

 

The boundaries of the science system with its societal en-
vironment are broad, flexible in form as time passes by
and often not explicitly defined. Specific work on posi-
tioning science or scientific institutions – and thus clari-
fying their boundaries as well as protecting their inner
space from external intrusion – is carried out mainly
when science has to legitimate itself or when its authori-
ty is challenged. If social interests appear to be expand-
ing, protecting, denying, or restricting the authority of
science, then pragmatic demarcations of science seem of
interest to scientists as well as to science policy makers
(Gieryn 1995). While Gieryn applies this concept to the
science system as a whole, we will limit ourselves to the
university system. Thus we will not consider the univer-
sity system as something defined only through its explic-
it legal framework. What we observe when analysing
change in the higher education system is that different
forces are at work both from outside the university and
from inside. While universities aim to expand their
space of autonomous decision making and thus also
their freedom of research and teaching, society tries
through different mechanisms to impose its vision, val-
ues and interests upon this terrain. The resulting negoti-
ations differ in their degree of emotional content and
range from a more partnership-oriented way of dealing
with change, to more conflict-oriented situations. What
are the forces which different societal actors have at
their disposal to shift and shape the boundaries of the
university system? How can they reach into the internal
structures? And what does the university do to counter-
act such forces? 

In discussing the issue of university autonomy, we
have to be aware that often the difference between the
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“real” university and the idealised model of universities
with which we work on the rhetorical/conceptual level
gets blurred. Indeed, we speak about universities and a
higher education system which implies a certain degree
of homogeneity, but when taking a closer look, and here
one cannot but agree with Burton Clark's analysis, we
soon realise that in order to understand the changes tak-
ing place in the different systems throughout Europe, we
need to grasp each institution's setting and history. Only
such a detailed analysis will enable us to understand
transformations that have taken place or are in process
(Clark 1998). In fact universities are institutions with in-
dividual profiles, and there are wide differences between
and within national systems, though we are witnessing a
certain homogenisation of the discourse of higher educa-
tion across Europe.

Without claiming to be exhaustive, a number of 

 

ex-
ternal forces

 

 which shape the university system are iden-
tified as examples in what follows (see Figure 1). Each
national system and institution is subject to these pres-
sures in different ways and thus has to find a variety of

European Higher
Education Area University System

position with regard
to other institutions of
research and higher education

Financing/accountability
towards stakeholders

legal framework
and its flexibilities

definition of
societal relevance

criteria of access
to the system

importance attributed to
a university degree for
societal reproduction

labour market
considerations

Quality assurance
mechanisms

Fig. 1.  Boundary Work between the University System and So-
ciety
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ways to counter them or to adapt to them. This explains
why, although there is a highly pre-structured common
discourse on university reform, the actual measures tak-
en and the impact on the individual institutions turn out
to be so different.     

Let us try briefly to show what kind of impact these
forces might have on  higher education and evaluate their
consequences for university autonomy.   

European Higher Education Area

Supranational forces are increasingly playing a central role in
reforming universities: harmonising higher education sys-
tems in order to allow for the mobility of students and
researchers also demands structural adaptation of the way
national systems are organised.
The challenge for the universities will be to allow for struc-
tural harmonisation without falling into the trap of standard-
isation. Universities have to continue to think of themselves
as local entities, with a specific culture, in a national setting
which is in turn embedded in a global international network
of institutions of the same kind. Developing an individual
profile while allowing for exchange will be the best formula
for becoming an attractive institution for researchers and
students. 

Position of a given university in the overall setting 
of national (and international) institutions in the area 
of tertiary education 

How does the position of different kinds of institutions in
the higher education sector look in the national context?
What is the relation between private and state universities,
between universities and more vocationally-oriented higher
education institutions? 
Competition among institutions in the higher education sec-
tor with different legal status and aims can lead to at least
two outcomes: an improved profile and focus on the central
tasks, but also – in particular under strong external pressure
– a blurring of the boundaries between these institutions.
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At times, when applied research ranks high and on-the-job
training is seen as an asset, universities may be tempted to
adapt to more vocationally-oriented teaching, which should
in fact be the task of other institutions.
Another issue is raised through the existence of private uni-
versities alongside public universities. Competition on this
terrain might lead universities to be more explicit about
quality issues, but also different value systems may be
imported.

Legal framework defined by the State for the universities 

Is the legal framework constructed in such a way as to give
the university  considerable freedom for development and
innovation? Or is strategic decision making kept with the
State (or State dependent bodies), with the university having
only the rather restricted right to organise day-to-day admin-
istration? If the latter is the case, then this arrangement
seems even more risky for the autonomy of the university
than explicit State interference. It would mean that the uni-
versity is kept busy with handling day-to-day operations
without being able to set real innovative incentives autono-
mously.

Societal relevance of research and higher education

There is extensive discussion on the need for universities to
be more open towards society: Universities should be more
accountable to society at large, certain kinds of research
should be regulated by society (e.g. genetic engineering) and
public participation should be assured whenever research
might have a negative impact on society. These are but the
most important claims. In fact, the question of social
responsibility of higher education is reformulated in unfa-
vourable terms for the university. 
Yet this poses quite a different kind of question which is
often overlooked: Who defines what is of relevance for soci-
ety? In most official documents it seems to be taken for
granted that the players in the economic field represent soci-
ety. Both the question of how students respond to the needs
of the labour market, and the place of applied research in
universities, seem revealing in this respect.
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Thus if we speak about participation by society in the shap-
ing of scientific research, we are confronted with a rather
limited socio-economic model of this interaction.

Societal importance attributed to a university degree 

Is it important to have an academic degree in order to
occupy key positions in society and does it matter who
awarded it? If the two questions are answered in the affirma-
tive, then the university will try to attract outstanding stu-
dents and try to position itself with regard to other
institutions. However, the societal values attributed to the
university are not under the full control of the institution,
but are negotiated. Thus external expectations will affect the
way in which the university functions (the issue of elitist
institutions vs. open institutions).

Labour market considerations 

What is the most suitable background and curriculum for
students in relation to the needs of the labour market? The
answer to this question increasingly seems to influence the
curricula offered and the know-how transmitted. At the same
time the interface of the university with the labour market
has become highly complex as traditional professional pro-
files are decreasing, and diversification and fluctuation can be
observed. Coupling education too closely to the labour mar-
ket will therefore carry a certain risk.

Criteria of access to the university system for students 
and staff

Tuition fees and stipend systems have massively influenced
access to higher education. If universities are left with low
budgets, then fees become a major source of income and a
lot of restructuring will take place around this issue.
Furthermore, access to university posts can become a crucial
issue. Is there a national body for accreditation, setting
standards and thus playing a central role? What are the for-
mal and informal preconditions for giving access to univer-
sity posts and who will decide on them?
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While the analysis has so far focused on the external
forces that influence universities, the latter must also be
understood as actors trying to enlarge their sphere of in-
fluence and shape their environment. They take action to
control and avoid dependencies, and to maximise their
operational autonomy. Gornitzka and Maassen have
identified two kinds of strategies in their study on “Gov-
ernmental policies and organisational change in higher

Funding and accountability towards stakeholders

This is maybe the most central factor of influence with
regard to the autonomy of the university. If the acquisition of
third-party funding becomes an absolute need and if evalua-
tions are based on success in this domain, then external influ-
ence on research will definitely increase. This of course has
also to be seen in close connection with the debates around
freedom of research. This freedom was only possible under
the ideal conditions of large-scale state funding. In that
sense, the definition of autonomy given by Babbidge and
Rosenzweig as early as 1962 is revealing: “a workable twen-
tieth-century definition of institutional autonomy (is) the
absence of dependence upon a single or narrow base of sup-
port” (Babbidge & Rosenzweig, 1962, p.158).
With regard to accountability we have to scrutinise the
meaning of this notion. Does accountability entail full
responsibility or is it just a technical term?

Quality assurance mechanisms

As universities try to obtain more autonomy, they have
agreed more or less reluctantly to implement procedures of
accountability and external quality assurance. However, we
have to be aware of the fact that in many systems what
counts as quality is not solely defined by academic institu-
tions, but also by the norms and expectations of other exter-
nal players (extended peer-groups). Thus it is important to
understand quality assessment as a crucial point in the articu-
lation of the relation between the State, different economic
players and the university system.
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education”. On the one hand “the role of leadership and
internal power distribution are major factors that deter-
mine how organisations change in the context of exter-
nal demands and expectations” (Gornitzka & Maassen
1998 p. 16), and thus only the development of clear in-
ternal positions makes it possible to occupy and arrange
autonomous spaces. In this sense it becomes understand-
able why the extension of university autonomy through
new legal provisions has been accompanied generally by
setting top-down decision-making processes, in which
individual leadership figures play the central role; as a re-
sult collegial decision making was often abandoned or,
sometimes, replaced by collegial consultation. In fact it is
this aspect of the reforms that has been most heavily de-
bated among researchers and academics, as they find
themselves better represented in a collegial type of deci-
sion-making procedure. 

On the other hand, “organisational actors seek active-
ly to interact with environmental constituents in order to
shape and control dependence relations; […] they exer-
cise strategic choice within the constraints imposed by
their environment but also by the ‘enablements’ the insti-
tutional environments provide” (Gornitzka & Maassen
1998, p. 16). This means that academics are now much
more involved in tasks that do not belong to the classical
university repertoire. Scientific advice or expertise is
surely one of the areas which universities have become
increasingly involved in. But also, on a structural basis,
the fact that university degrees are needed growingly to
practise certain professions can be seen as one such way
to gain control over the environment.

Having so far treated “the university” on a more gen-
eral level, it is important to draw attention to the internal
structure and identify the key areas that should be con-
sidered when investigating an increase or decrease in the
autonomy of the institution. Figure 2 provides an over-
view of the structure. 
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Two kinds of areas are identified. The lower block of
five areas embraces general decision-making structures,
finance, issues of access to the institution (at the level of
both students and staff), management and institutional
support structures. They are all at the very basis of the
functioning of the university as an institution, defining
the general framework of rules and internal regulations
and they determine the detailed mechanisms of manage-
ment. We could consider them as the skeleton of the uni-
versity as an organisation.

The upper block of four areas addresses the issues
linked to human resources management (with a particu-
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Fig.  2.  Internal Structural Entities of the University
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lar focus on academic staff), research or teaching and
learning – with the different relations between these are-
as, namely teaching and research, teaching and learning
as well as research and its potential applications. All these
four areas are characterised by a tension between the in-
terests of the individual actors (researchers, teachers, stu-
dents) on the one hand, to maximise their degree of free-
dom of action and possibilities of free decision making,
and, on the other, the interest of the university as an in-
stitution to fulfil the general policy goals it has set. With-
in these areas for example the question of freedom of re-
search and teaching comes up regularly, in particular un-
der the increasing societal pressure which is brought to
bear on the university. Turo Virtanen pointed to this is-
sue with regard to teaching very clearly in his recent
study of the Finnish university system. “The true nature
of ‘freedom of teaching’ is difficult to assess, but when
many junior academics work as ‘acting’ teachers, without
tenure, they are reluctant to challenge the expectations
of senior colleagues. Freedom of research is also related
to funding, which is more and more from external, non-
academic sources” (Virtanen 1999, p. 64). Also on the
research side the increasing lack of basic state funding
and the need for external funding in order to maintain
international standards is often seen as a problem for in-
novation on a broad basis.

The issue of quality improvement and control runs as
a central theme through all these different areas. While
building up extensive quality monitoring processes is
surely a central tool for the possible enlargement of the
autonomy of the institution, the question of who deter-
mines the rules and value systems that are applied needs
to be asked. Through quality assurance mechanisms,
these values become so deeply woven into the proce-
dures and judgements of the institution that they become
gradually invisible and thus unquestionable (Felt 1999).
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This also holds true in particular for all rigid, indicator-
based systems. While they seem attractive at the policy
level as they can claim to be “objective”, they neglect the
complexity and fuzziness of scientific enquiry. In this
sense policy makers and scientists alike need to be ready
to take risks when entering areas of innovative research,
and structures have to be designed to account for such
possibilities.

I.2. University Autonomy and Academic Freedom

The notion of autonomy – though never clearly defined
– has been central to the debate on the reform of univer-
sities over the centuries. It was perceived as the key ele-
ment that would allow for the transformation of the in-
stitution from the inside and guarantee the freedom of
research and teaching from outside pressure. Broad
agreement seemed to exist on the importance of aiming
for institutional autonomy of the university as a basic
value, even though it would be debatable if it ever exist-
ed in the way it is imagined and used in various policy
discourses. 

At the same time, it should be underlined that auton-
omy is perhaps a necessary but not a sufficient condition
to ensure academic freedom. There are indeed many
mechanisms in which autonomy at an institutional level
might be translated into restrictions for the individuals
working in these institutions.

Autonomy of the university in the broadest sense
(Stichweh, 1994) would thus mean the ability to:

- make independent decisions on the limits of institu-
tional commitment in certain topics and areas

- set up a value system and define the forms of capital
which structure the field and allow scientists to
advance
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- decide on the criteria of access to the institutions,
both at the level of academics and students

- define strategic tasks and set institutional aims

- determine the links to other fields in society which are
seen as crucial for further development (e.g. politics,
economics etc.)

- assume responsibility for the decisions taken and their
possible effects on society.

In particular this last point seems crucial, as granting
autonomy to a scientific institution will be automatically
accompanied by the need for it to assume the responsi-
bility for its actions and to be accountable towards soci-
ety. This means that autonomy is and always has been
closely linked to systems of accountability. This connec-
tion between universities and society also provides the
key for future development. How will these forms of ac-
countability be developed? Who will define how much
accountability is enough? What will be the criteria for as-
sessing whether universities fulfil the tasks society ex-
pects of them? And who will represent society in defining
these expectations, or to put it more bluntly, who will be
the stakeholders that are allowed to determine the values
and criteria of success for universities in the future?

These questions make clear that far from an idealised
vision of autonomy, we have to consider autonomy as a
shifting notion which is historically dated, and which
should be understood as a relational feature at a given
moment in time with an important impact on the way
that science functions. The model the French sociologist
Pierre Bourdieu (Bourdieu 1975) has developed for the
scientific field provides us with an excellent tool to re-
flect on this notion of autonomy. In fact he points out
that we are living in a highly differentiated society which
is structured by a number of relatively autonomous fields
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like science, politics, art, religion, etc. With regard to sci-
ence he underlines the fact that the scientific field has al-
ways been structured around two poles: one is autono-
mous, largely self-referential, which means that it has its
own language, its own history of relevant problems, a
way to deal with research questions and a high degree of
symbolic capital. This makes reference to the more inter-
nally-oriented features of the scientific field. The other
pole is heteronomous, which means that it is clearly guid-
ed also by political and economic interests. As a conse-
quence, in a given field – and here we are focusing on the
scientific field – there are always two poles present which
bring  their relative force to bear on the options for fu-
ture development. Talking about university autonomy
therefore always means talking about degrees of autono-
my and the relation between different forms of interests
that co-exist. Safeguarding autonomy would mean find-
ing arrangements to accommodate the different forms of
interest expressed through the heteronomous pole, while
at the same time allowing for a flourishing development
in terms of the more autonomous forces. 

Having hinted at the way the notion of autonomy is
historically grounded, reflecting a particular balance be-
tween the different forces in and around the science sys-
tem, it is revealing to remark that often, in the current
policy debate, the notion of autonomy is used in a tech-
nical sense. It is presented more as a juridical, operational
tool necessary for running the university and formally
recognised by the State through clearly defined legal pro-
visions. This often leads to the fact that accountability is
understood and implemented not as a process of negoti-
ation between universities and the representatives of so-
ciety, but merely as a technical exercise to be evaluated
through the use of a clear and rigid set of indicators.
However, indicators also have their histories and values,
and reducing accountability and evaluation to a purely
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technical exercise means silencing debate about the hid-
den values behind some of the provisions that are put in
place (Felt 1999).

Finally, even if autonomy is granted to a university by
law, it will require – as explained above – certain struc-
tures and procedures within the universities which ena-
ble these institutions to exert this autonomy. Thus inter-
nal changes of structure are closely intertwined with the
fact of becoming an autonomous actor. As a result, the
crucial questions to ask are: What are the issues that can
be regulated within the university? How tight is the legal
framework into which these regulations have to fit and
what is defined on the political terrain? How far can in-
stitutions be autonomous with regard to strategic issues
such as orientation of research, choosing the fields in
which to employ professors, or setting up new curricula
while eliminating others? And who is to judge on what
basis the university fulfils the expectations of the differ-
ent stakeholders which finance the institution?1 

While autonomy is a key notion in current debates
about the reform of the higher education system, aca-
demic freedom seems to be taken for granted in Western
industrialised societies and is thus not very high on the
agenda. With the exception of certain countries, which
are notoriously seen as problematic with regard to free-
dom of expression in general, the topic is rarely touched
upon. Implicitly it seems to be assumed that if autonomy
is granted in whatever form to higher education institu-
tions, academic freedom will quasi-automatically come
along with it. Altbach (2001, p. 206) expressed this very

1 For a study of university autonomy as judged by academic
staff in 20 countries, see Anderson & Johnson (1998). The
study nicely shows the considerable discrepancies between the
formal idea of autonomy and the way it is perceived and experi-
enced by scientists in the field.
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clearly: “Those who are responsible for leading and
funding higher education are far too concerned with fi-
nance and management issues” and seem to forget about
this central aspect of academic life. 

Indeed we encounter a problem similar to the one we
discussed with regard to autonomy. Even though we
would very quickly agree on the importance of “academ-
ic freedom” for the development of contemporary socie-
ties, the meaning of this notion remains extremely vague.
Let us structure the problem around a number of ques-
tions. Do we mean freedom within the area of science, or
do we mean a broader freedom of science from any po-
litical control? Does this freedom of expression also hold
for issues that are non-core academic issues? Do we need
to reconsider academic freedom in the era of Internet
and distance education? How should we handle the
claim for academic freedom at times when, in particular,
the debates about more recent developments in biotech-
nology have clearly shown the ethical issues that are at
stake? Is the issue really a matter of how much politics
needs science, and how much politics science can stand
and still be able to develop in an innovative way? 

While an extensive debate of this notion would go far
beyond the reflection we can offer here, it is nevertheless
worth addressing some aspects that seem central for the
future development of universities. First, Slaughter and
Leslie (1997) argue in their book on academic capitalism
that the increased involvement of academia in corpora-
tions and the growth of privately sponsored research is
gradually transforming academic work and also has a sig-
nificant impact on academic freedom. Basic research in
some key domains (e.g. biomedical sciences) is already
largely financed by private firms, and their interest in re-
search that yields quick and financially tangible results is
evident. State funding has not followed the high-tech
needs developed in many areas of research in the same
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way. Patenting and the confidential nature of results (as
they are owned by corporations) is increasingly becom-
ing an important factor in academic life and causing a
fundamental transformation of the value system at work. 

Second, a number of analyses draw our attention to
the impact on academic freedom in higher education of
what is called “managerialism” (Entemann 1993). Alt-
bach, for example, underlines “the notable increase in
the power of administrators and other officials as distinct
from the authority of professorial staff in the governance
and management of academic institutions” and reaches
the conclusion that this will “dramatically affect the tra-
ditional role of the academic profession – with repercus-
sions on academic freedom as well” (Altbach 2001,
p. 216). In particular, he sees a major influence at the lev-
el of curricula, but also with regard to the main research
directions to take. In this sense academic freedom is to be
understood as threatened from the outside, though inter-
nal structures may play a key role in allowing for or un-
dermining it. In this sense faculty would become “man-
aged professionals” (Rhoades & Slaughter 1997), and a
clear shift in the power dynamics would become visible
through “increased formalization and evaluation of fac-
ulty work” (Gumport 2000, p. 78).

This leads to a third aspect to be considered, which I
would like to summarize under the notion of “the assess-
ment paradigm” (Neave & Van Vught 1991). In fact,
over the past decade, in virtually all European countries,
evaluation of organisational and individual performance
has been imposed on many different levels. While raising
the question of quality assurance and control is surely
important for the further development of the university
system, we have to be aware that efficiency and flexibility
have become dominant values, being both the way to sur-
vive in an ever more competitive environment, and a po-
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tential threat to “public higher education as an intellec-
tual enterprise” (Gumport 2000, p. 69).

Finally, Gumport (2000) identifies in his analysis of
the US system of higher education a drift from higher ed-
ucation as a social institution to higher education as an
industry. As indicators he underlines the strong presence
of the idea of the consumer, academic stratification and
management as well as an increased use-value of particu-
lar types of knowledge in the wider society and exchange
value in certain markets. The increased use-value of
knowledge is, in his view, evident in both the culture of
ideas and the commerce of ideas. “We are witnessing a
reshaping of the institutional purpose of public higher
education: in its people-processing activities as well its
knowledge-processing. The change entails not only what
knowledges are deemed worthy but also who has access
to and the ownership of them” (Gumport 2000, p.88).
Most of what is hinted at in this analysis also holds – with
varying degrees and some delay – for the European con-
text. In that sense it would be worthwhile not only to use
the US as a model, but as a terrain to investigate more
closely the impact these shifts have on the internal pro-
cedures of the higher education system.

I.3. Typology of University Management Styles 
and State-University Relations

After having developed the central idea of boundary
work in order to understand the complex changes that
are taking place in contemporary higher education insti-
tutions, and having shown the largely variant meanings
of key notions such as autonomy and academic freedom,
we now wish to add further reflections on the models of
university management, and on a typology of the models
of the interaction between the State institutions of high-
er education – that will close this first section. Needless
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to say, such typologies are always simplifications and
pure states of the kind described never exist. On the con-
trary, real settings generally present features of different
types, while showing a preference for one type. Howev-
er, what such models allow us to do is to reflect on the
strong ties between certain features in the system of
higher education, how they possibly reinforce each oth-
er and how far certain constellations emerge more often
than others. In this sense the following should be seen as
a toolbox for describing and analysing a wide variety of
different settings. 

Models of university management

In his comparative study of “Managing Academic Staff
in Changing University Systems”, David Farnham
(1999) points out that there is an apparent lack of con-
sensus in how university management should be concep-
tualised. Even within institutions, different models seem
to co-exist, often uneasily. Moreover, one would have to
take into account both the more formal structures of or-
ganising higher education and the more informal “inter-
ests embodied in the customs and practices, unwritten
rules and conventions defended by ad hoc groups and in-
dividuals in the system” (Farnham 1999, p. 18). 

Focusing on the dual concerns of academics in both
protecting their disciplinary interests and their right to
take part in internal management, Farnham uses these
two characteristics as a basis to build his classification of
organisational models (Figure 3).       

The collegial and the managerial models are in a way
the two extremes. The “collegial” university, combining
a high level of professional autonomy with a high level of
staff participation in management, was surely the ideal
on which many of the universities were structured until
the 1970s. In such a system, authority was not imposed
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top-down by managerial hierarchies, but much more
through collective agreement. Although it is often quot-
ed as the golden age for the universities, the price to pay
for getting relatively large amounts of public funding
should be remembered. In fact some university systems,
which saw themselves as working with this collegial
model, were in the end quite dependent on the final ap-
proval of the State (e.g. when employing professors etc.).
The current changes clearly move away from this model,
a fact which has given rise to serious protest by academ-
ics in some national contexts. The main criticisms of this
model were its lack of flexibility towards external
change, slow adaptation to shifting demands on the part
of stakeholders, and the lack of clear responsibilities for
decision making.

Diametrically opposite is the “managerial model”, to-
wards which many reforms in higher education systems
seem to be moving. It gives a limited amount of autono-
my to academics, combined with a management style
which we can find in the private corporate sector. This
model is a top-down, hierarchy-oriented organisation

Collegial

Professional 
autonomy 
of academics

Entrepreneurial

Bureaucratic Managerial

High

Low

High

Low

Academic staff participation
in management

Fig.3. Models of university management (Farnham 1999, p.18)
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with “the actioning of its corporate, financial and aca-
demic plans through executive management systems and
structures” (Farnham 1999, p. 19). Quite a number of
the recently restructured universities have adopted this
model. It is generally not welcomed by the academics as
it gives less freedom to the individual and has no collegial
decision-making structures. Ultimate goals are increas-
ingly defined by external forces, academics having only
the freedom to decide how to fulfil them. In this sense
the meaning both of autonomy and academic freedom is
considerably modified. 

In between these two extremes there are two further
models. The “bureaucratic model” leaves relative auton-
omy to the individual, but at the price of making the uni-
versity function as a rather mechanistic and role-based
institution. A lot of effort is spent on establishing rules
and administrative procedures which are often criticised
for slowing down the speed of change and hindering
adaptation to new needs. A strong administration acts as
a gatekeeper for the organisation and holds a rather
powerful position. 

Finally, the entrepreneurial type of university is still
rather rare in Europe, but some examples have appeared
following the recent reorganisation of some academic in-
stitutions. A task-based organisation, it focuses on
searching for new markets for the institution to ensure fi-
nancial security through maximising diversified external
funding. While the diversification of funding limits ex-
clusive dependencies, it reduces the possibilities for ac-
tion. Financial considerations become a central rationale
for decision making. This model partly exists in the US
and partly in the British context while it is now being
tested in various continental systems of higher education
(Clark 1998).
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Models of State and Higher Education Relations

While the classification discussed above allows us to un-
derstand the internal structure of the university, the fol-
lowing models enable us to make a better judgement of
the possible relationships between the State and institu-
tions of higher education. The chances of achieving uni-
versity autonomy in different forms of relations between
the State and higher education institutions are the focus
of the following classification. Developed by Olsen and
adapted by Gornitzka and Maassen (1998, p. 14-16), it
convincingly shows the relative meaning of autonomy in
different contexts. 

From these four models it is clear how the different
political traditions and histories have an impact on the
way university-State relations are shaped. It might help
understand how – despite a rather homogeneous rheto-
ric on the role and functions of higher education – the
different European countries have nevertheless devel-
oped rather different models of reformed universities.   

The sovereign, rationality-
bounded State model
• State control
• Accountability to political 

authorities
• Assessment based on politi-

cal effectiveness
• Centralised decision mak-

ing
• Change in HE follows po-

litical change
Autonomy of the university: if 
government is overloaded 
then technical decisions can 
be left to the organisation

The institutional model
• Tradition based
• Policy arena dominated by 

institutional leaders
• Decision making is tradi-

tionalist and specialised
• Assessment criteria: effects 

on the structure of mean-
ings and norms

Autonomy of the university is 
based on shared norms of non-
interference
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II. Decision-Making Structures and Human Resources 
Management in Finland, France, Greece, Hungary, 
Italy, The Netherlands, Spain and the United Kingdom

Within the conceptual framework laid out above, the
second part of this paper aims to discuss two areas of
change, namely decision-making structures and human
resources management. By means of examples from
eight different European countries, we will try to show
how global change in the idea of the university is trans-
lated locally in rather different ways. Thus the aim of
this part is not so much to give a detailed analysis of all
eight different national contexts, which would go far be-
yond the scope of the paper, as to illustrate these two as-
pects of the process of reform and change. On the one
hand, we will see how local histories, university tradi-

The corporate-pluralistic 
State
• Universities challenge the 

monopoly of power and 
control through the State

• Decision making is negoti-
ated and takes place after 
consultation

• Actors in policy making 
pursue their institution's in-
terest

• Societal participation 
through organised interest 
groups

• Government interference 
depends on negotiations 
with other forces present

 Autonomy of the university is 
negotiated and a result of the 
distribution of interests and 
power.

The supermarket State
• Minimal role of the State 

and other public bodies
• Universities deliver services
• Assessment criteria: effi-

ciency, economic flexibility 
and survival

• Dominant organisational 
form: corporation in a 
competitive market

• Change depends very much 
on the environment

• Little direct interference by 
the government

Autonomy of the university 
depends on institutional abili-
ty to survive
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tions, social networks, political cultures and so on give
rather different shape to seemingly similar reforms,
while on the other hand we will identify trends of ho-
mogenisation, linked to the close-knit global networks
in which these institutions are embedded. We therefore
observe both globalisation and localisation, harmonisa-
tion and differentiation simultaneously.

Part II will be divided into three sections. The first
will provide an overview of some elements of the more
recent university reforms in all eight countries and ad-
dress the accompanying rhetoric of change. This will be
our starting point. Both primary and secondary sources
will be used to show the different time scales with which
countries implement reform, what they focus on, what
appears to be the driving force for reform and what ele-
ments are not touched upon in these changes. It will al-
low us to identify some similarities, but also the major
differences between the national settings and under-
standings of higher education institutions. The second
section will then focus on the decision-making structures
that are in place or undergoing reform. We will start by
questioning the shift in the overall “philosophy” of deci-
sion-making that can be perceived through the micro-
and macro-changes taking place. Then we will investi-
gate some facets of how decision-making has changed
and how much autonomy is given to the universities and
in what areas, but we will also identify some of the areas
that remain under central control. On the basis of some
examples, we will examine how institutions handle these
new possibilities of self-governance, but also how these
new forms of autonomy demand new kinds of relation-
ships between universities, the State and other stakehold-
ers. The third and final section deals with the question of
human resources management in the universities after re-
form. Particular attention will be given to the interplay
between the perspectives of the individual researchers
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and teachers, the expectations of stakeholders and socie-
ty at large, and the policies the universities have to devel-
op for themselves as more or less autonomous institu-
tions. In the same section we will proceed first by inves-
tigating the general visions developed for the “new uni-
versity staff” both at the individual and at the structural
level. We will then move on to analyse some of the more
concrete changes, with a short general reflection on the
changing roles of the actors involved.

II.1. Recent University Reforms and the Accompanying 
Rhetoric of Change

In this section we will focus not just on the legal changes
but also on the rhetoric in which these reforms are em-
bedded. What are the reasons given for the need for re-
form and what are the declared aims? Is there any con-
vergence in argumentation between the cases or are
there obvious national differences? And how do the rhe-
torical constructions fit with the changes as implement-
ed?

The eight countries could be grouped together as fol-
lows. The first would embrace the UK, the Netherlands
and Finland. These three countries have carried out
wide-ranging and to some extent radical reforms in re-
cent years, and are oriented in many respects towards or
influenced by the idea of university reform prevalent in
English-speaking countries. The second group would be
France, Italy and Greece. Current reforms in these three
countries focus mainly on teaching, and no general reor-
ganisation of decision-making and the personnel sector is
taking place. Spain may be placed between these two
groups. On the one hand, due to tradition, it is less influ-
enced by the model prevalent in English-speaking coun-
tries, though the recent reforms are quite radical and
touch on a broad range of issues. Moreover, the question
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of central versus regional authority plays a crucial role in
the case of Spain. Finally, Hungary is also in a somewhat
different position, as the debate about reform only really
started in the 1990s and the country is now trying
through higher education reform to adapt to the changes
taking place at the European level.

Without going into the details of the different re-
forms, it may be said that the kind of argumentation is in
fact rather homogeneous across many of the countries,
with variations simply in the intensity of the rhetoric.
The central argument put forward by governments is the
need to increase the autonomy of the universities
through reforms and thus to strengthen their capacity to
respond quickly and efficiently to the demands formulat-
ed by society. Autonomy in this sense is seen as a way to
manage the internal structures of the university, and the
debate is far less oriented to the more value-oriented
meaning of autonomy. The university is seen as a central
contributor to innovation and economic growth. As we
live in knowledge/information societies, better adapta-
tion to the needs of the labour market and life-long
learning have become central issues. The new structures
need to adapt in order to fulfil these expectations in a
more efficient way. Flexibility and dynamic development
are two further crucial factors, which need to influence
both decision-making and personnel structures. Leader-
ship becomes a central part of the vocabulary and, as a
consequence, decision-making structures oriented to-
wards greater participation are considered to be too
cumbersome and outdated. Mobility for students and
teachers is also seen as a necessity. Thus, staff mobility
should solve the problem of the high average age of staff,
particularly in those institutions where they have tenure.
All these different features are somehow intended to lead
to an improvement in the quality of the work performed
in these reformed institutions. 
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As a result, quality assurance mechanisms are seen as
the engine for the continual adjustment and improve-
ment of the system, and are supposed to be set up both
at the national level as well as within the individual insti-
tutions. The price for the new autonomy is a stricter sys-
tem of ex-post accountability, task-oriented contracts or
ex-ante indicator-oriented resource distribution meth-
ods. To be able to survive on the “free market” of re-
search, financial resources are seen as proof that the in-
stitution (or the individual) is able to meet this new qual-
ity framework. The academic-entrepreneur emerges as a
new kind of stereotype.

Of course there are also critical voices that question
the central notions employed in the debate. Is this new
autonomy not a form of novel dependency? What hap-
pens to the highly self-determined academic profession
once stakeholders have their say with regard to quality
criteria? How can the freedom of research be safeguard-
ed when the majority of research  money comes from pri-
vate sources? These are but a few of the rather pertinent
questions frequently posed.

There is a rich literature discussing the different proc-
esses of transition and we can build on this experience.
However, the system of higher education has reached a
degree of complexity and a speed of change at different
levels which makes it rather difficult to evaluate all the
potential impacts of these reforms. In this sense our ques-
tions and observations are bound to be partial and pre-
liminary. However, it is also important to stress that
those who are less euphoric about change in higher edu-
cation are often classified as outdated daydreamers who
have difficulty understanding the changed societal condi-
tions for universities. As a result, in many countries there
is a high degree of polarisation in the debate, hindering
fruitful discussion about reform. 
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A short overview of the most important recent re-
forms in the eight countries will now be presented, un-
derlining some of the specific characteristics of the re-
spective national systems.

Reforms of the university system in the United King-
dom might be considered as the most radical among the
countries covered in this study. In the UK1, already in the
1980s, managerial ideologies entered the public sector
and therefore also higher education. This led in the mid-
1980s to the implementation of a new financial model
separating research and teaching support. It was accom-
panied by the introduction of a national system of re-
search evaluation by the UK University Grants Commit-
tee, a fact which caused a completely new – and partly
rather “unhealthy” – dynamic in the British higher edu-
cation system (Henkel 1999). From 1988 onwards, ten-
ure for university staff was abandoned, a fact which
clearly fitted the general idea of the reforms to be made
in order to reach a more flexible type of university sys-
tem. At the level of the overall structure, the Further and
Higher Education Act (1992) set up a unified sector for
higher education for the first time, giving the former pol-
ytechnics and colleges the status of universities. Despite
this legal uniformity, the differentiation persisted in cer-
tain more or less implicit ways between the so-called
“old” universities (pre-1992) and the “new” ones (Shat-
tock 2001). Quality assessment procedures continued to

1 For the analysis of the British university system in this section
the following sources were used: Henkel (1999, 2000); Farn-
ham (1999, 1999a); Hodgson & Spours (2000); Neave (1998);
Trow (1998); Shattock (2001).
On the web materials can be found under: Ministry of Educa-
tion www.dfes.gov.uk/index.htm; national statistics: www.statis-
tics.gov.uk/nsbase/themes/eductaion/default.asp; and
www.euridyce.org/Publication_List/EN/List_des_titres_EN.htm 
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play a central role, although under somewhat different
conditions. The declared aim behind this reform was to
raise quality in teaching and research, as well as to in-
crease efficiency through the improvement of manage-
ment and the development and use of performance indi-
cators. 

The 1990s were still characterised by broad debate
about what direction the higher education sector should
take in Britain, as the reforms did not lead to the expect-
ed outcomes, but resulted in a number of unplanned side-
effects. The continuing climate of crisis led in 1996 to the
establishment of the National Committee of Inquiry into
Higher Education, which issued a rather influential re-
port, the so-called Dearing Report (1997). Although this
report can be criticised from a number of perspectives
(Trow 1998), it certainly had an important impact on
what happened in the aftermath. The report explicitly
stated the need for broader access to the universities, the
central role of universities in a knowledge-based econo-
my was acknowledged, and higher education was attrib-
uted a major role in the process of shaping democratic so-
ciety. Although part of the report can be criticised as a
purely rhetorical exercise, a number of new arrange-
ments were put in place: financial support for students
was reformed, an independent review of staff pay and
conditions of service was established, an Institute for
Teaching and Learning was created, and a new quality as-
surance model and code of practice were put in place.

Similar ideas, albeit far less radical, were behind the
reforms in the Netherlands and Finland. Reforms in both
countries were identified by analysts in the higher educa-
tion sector as being driven “partly by the fiscal crises of
the European welfare state and partly by the political de-
sires of the governments there to open access to higher
education to a broader social range of students” (Farn-
ham 1999, p. 345). The response to these requests was
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on the one hand the development of a binary system of
higher education, and on the other the introduction of
“elements of hard managerialism” into the national sys-
tems. Softer forms of managerialism, reflecting an aware-
ness of the resistance of academic institutions to this ten-
dency, were introduced at the institutional level.

In the Netherlands1 the first important reform step in
the last decade was the Higher Education and Research
Act (HERA), which became operational in 1993. It re-
placed the 1986 University Education Act and aimed at
transforming the governance structure of the universities
from a system of mixed leadership to one of executive
leadership, with a view to achieving greater involvement
of society at large (Maassen 2000). In fact, for the first
time, it regulated both kinds of higher education institu-
tions (universities as well as the more professionally ori-
ented HBOs - Hoger Beroepsonderwijs), in particular
with a view to homogenising organisation and adminis-
tration, though the systems are otherwise strictly separat-
ed. Universities provide academic education and conduct
scientific research, while HBO institutions are directed
towards higher professional education and may conduct
research only in so far as it is related to the educational ac-
tivities and is situated in the application-oriented domain. 

The real shift towards the executive leadership model
both at the university and faculty level was only carried
out by the University Government (Modernisation) Act

1 For the analysis of the situation in the Netherlands the fol-
lowing sources should be mentioned: De Weert (1999, 2001),
Veld (1996), Maassen (2000)
Materials available on the web: www.euridyce.org/
Publication_List/EN/List_des_titres_EN.htm , Ministry of Edu-
cation www.minocw.nl, National Institute for Educational
Measurement (CITO) www.cito.nl, Institute for Educational
Research www.ivovo.nl. Association of Universities in the Neth-
erlands www.vsnu.nl
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in 1997. The university and faculty boards – as well as the
deans – acquired more managerial power within the gov-
ernance structure. The role of the councils shifted from
being control bodies to being advisory forums. Moreo-
ver, this Act introduced a powerful new body of external
stakeholders into the Dutch university governance struc-
ture, the Supervisory Board nominated by the university,
but accountable to the minister. Finally, departments lost
their former legal status. Situating the change in our grid
of models of university management, we observe a clear
shift from a collegial to a management model. In connec-
tion with staff matters, intense debate about future career
structures took place in the second half of the 1990s:
more power was given to the individual university with
regard to negotiating staff contracts while abandoning
tenure was seriously considered (De Weert 2001).

In the Dutch case, the argument of “more flexibility
through autonomy” was central for the reform. The key
words that dominated the reform debate were the crea-
tion of a differentiated, efficient and cost-conscious sys-
tem, and freedom for universities to make their own de-
cisions, while at the same time introducing a quality con-
trol system. It was not only the research side of the uni-
versity that was addressed. In particular students as cli-
ents were to be given more opportunities to choose the
higher education that best fits their own specific situation
and interest, coupled with the needs of society for skilled
workers. 

Finland1 is the third member of the group of coun-
tries that engaged in quite substantial reforms in recent

1 For the analysis of the situation of Finland the following
sources should be mentioned: Virtanen (1999), Hölttä/malkki
(2000); Hölttä (2000); Web information on Finland: Ministry
of Education www.minedu.fi; Zentralamt für Unterrichtswesen:
www.oph.fi oder www.edu.fi; see also www.euridyce.org; 
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decades. Indeed a number of interesting reforms took
place in the late 1980s and 1990s. The first initiative to
mention is the Higher Education Development Act,
which was passed in 1986 and intended to guarantee sta-
ble resource development for universities until the mid-
1990s. This was done in order to prepare the ground for
internal reform, leading to “management by results”,
with the introduction of an assessment system for re-
search and teaching as well as increased efficiency in un-
dergraduate and postgraduate education. From the early
1990s onwards the higher education sector was engaged
in a process of diversification through the creation of the
so-called AMK (ammattikorkeakoulu) institutions which
were intended to educate students in response to the
needs of rapidly changing labour markets. 

The reforms that were to reshape fundamentally the
Finnish university system in the early 1990s have to be
understood in the light of a major recession in the coun-
try. In this rather difficult situation however, “knowl-
edge and education were selected as the major corner-
stones of the new (economic) development policy”
(Hölttä & Malkii 2000, p. 231). Thus all measures taken
have to be understood in this perspective. Along with a
number of legal changes relating to tuition fees and cur-
ricula, a new funding system was also introduced. Lump-
sum budgeting was brought in for universities, accompa-
nied in the late 1990s by the introduction of so-called
performance agreements between the State and each uni-
versity. Three-year contracts were to be signed mainly on
the basis of the number of degrees the university planned
to award. Given also a simplification of the administra-
tive processes, these performance agreements were to
constitute the framework for a detailed form of account-
ability as well as for the development of future scenarios.

The most recent change of relevance for our case is
the Universities Act, coming into force in the middle of
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1998. This Act, together with the accompanying decrees,
provided a new legislative framework for all universities
in Finland (which had not been the case until then). This
framework left room for each university to set its own
rules for internal decision making. Under this new sys-
tem, evaluation has become a central element in the
process of university development. 

Spain1 is the country with the most recent major re-
form, but which is also the most hotly debated and heav-
ily contested among all those mentioned. The Ley
Orgánica de Universidades was passed at the end of
2001. The previous fundamental reform of the Spanish
university system was implemented in 1983, putting in
place a process of decentralisation, which transferred ed-
ucational decision making to the 17 regional govern-
ments, giving Spain the most decentralised system in ed-
ucation in Europe. 

While it is impossible so soon after the reform to
judge the precise impact it will have, it is interesting to
see how dense the rhetoric of change is in both the legal
documents and the accompanying texts. The central ar-

1 For the analysis of the situation in Spain the following
sources should be mentioned: Parado-Diez (1999); Hanson
(2000); Mora (2001), Godfrey (2002), Martin (2001), Villarreal
(2002), Bricall (2000).
See also the following sources: Ministry of Education
www.mec.es; Scientific research and development www.ine.es/
htdocs/dacoin/dacoinci/i+disti.htm;
www.euridyce.org/Publication_List/EN/List_des_titres_EN.htm;
the web page of the Spanish Rectors’ Conference:
idcrue.dit.upm.es/english/universidades; www.universia.net. 
There are also a number of interesting discussion forums on the
reform.
My gratitude goes to Luis Aparicio for the time he devoted to
going through original documents in Spanish  on the recent uni-
versity reform.
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gument put forward by those supporting the law is that
universities should acquire more autonomy in order to
be able to react more flexibly and adapt to the needs of
society. To quote a government spokesperson: “we need
to make them [the universities] more entrepreneurial and
managerial and thus better able to cope with the chal-
lenges of the future” (Godfrey 2002). Integration into
the common European Space for Higher Education has
also been given – although belatedly – as the driving
force for this reform. Mobility should be increased both
for researchers and for students and the system was seen
as in need of internal coherence. Moreover, more highly
centralised quality assurance management was seen as es-
sential for future survival “in a competitive space”.

The very broad opposition to the law comes from a
variety of institutional actors (ranging from industrial
and student representatives to the Spanish Rectors’ Con-
ference) who put forward many different criticisms. It is
argued that the autonomy promised for the universities is
not possible, as most of the important issues are already
regulated by law or left to central power. The remaining
space for decision making is too small to be seen as au-
tonomy for the universities. Competition between pri-
vate and public universities is feared to be unequal, while
different values and work methods are brought into the
public universities. The students' situation is also seen as
worsening. With regard to hiring personnel, the new law
makes it possible to increase the proportion of contract
staff and provides for a national habilitation as a condi-
tion for employment in certain posts in the university, re-
sulting in an increase in central control. The list of criti-
cisms could go on. What is common in most of the state-
ments is the lack of readiness on the part of the govern-
ment to enter into any serious negotiations with the in-
terested parties before passing the law. Indeed, while in
most of the eight countries in this study steps towards re-
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forming the university were taken gradually and embed-
ded in a process of change, the Spanish case seems the
most abrupt. It remains to be seen how much of this
change can be taken on board by the system all at the
same time.

The next group of countries, Italy, France and
Greece, while characterised by different histories and
reasons for implementing change, have as a common de-
nominator the fact that the reform procedure is clearly
driven by concerns about teaching and quality assurance
rather than by a more global restructuring of university
management and governance. 

For quite a while in the 1970s and 1980s the univer-
sity system in Italy1 “operated according to the princi-
ples of a centralised administrative system (the French
model) with academic power channelled through chair
holders (the German model), in pursuit of the traditional
task of the reproduction of elites” (Moscati 2002, p. 4).
One specific feature is the absence of a well-developed
non-university higher education sector, which gives a
central role to the universities. The first wave of more re-
cent reforms started in the late 1980s, but did not trans-
form the system as substantially as it was intended. How-
ever, it led to the setting up of the Ministry of Universi-
ties and Scientific and Technological Research
(MURST), which had the task of drafting the three-year
development plans for the universities, providing for
their funding, co-ordinating participation in internation-
al research programmes and so on. Two further changes
need to be mentioned. The 1989 law established the

1  For the analysis of the situation of Italy the following sources
should be mentioned: Brierley (1999, 2000), Modica/Stefani
(2000), Moscati (2001, 2002).
See also the following sources: www.euridyce.org/
Publication_List/EN/List_des_titres_EN.htm
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right to statutory autonomy for universities, but in fact
very few of the universities actually took advantage of
this opportunity to draw up their own statutes. Act 341/
90 reorganised university teaching, allowed universities
to make new awards, established the Consiglio Universi-
tario Nazionale (CUN) to advise the Ministry on univer-
sity matters and put in place a system of institutional ac-
countability. However, some analysts conclude that
these reforms remained largely a dead letter (Bierley
1999). In this sense Italy is an interesting case in which
the de jure possibilities and the de facto state of autono-
my differ considerably.

The 1990s saw the start of heated debate and the
launch of reform procedures, mostly linked to the prob-
lems of teaching and curricula, but also to autonomy in
funding and to some extent in personnel decision making
(see Moscati 2001; Brierley 1999, 2000). A more general
analysis of the problems of the Italian university system
is to be found in the Martinotti Report (1997)1. The ap-
proach to reform used in the Italian case  was defined as
a “mosaic strategy” (Moscati 2001, p. 114), with the
gradual introduction of a number of medium-sized
changes into the system, thus achieving a reform of the
system without too much resistance from vested academ-
ic interests. The recent changes relating to education
matters have to be seen in connection with the fact that
Italy signed the Sorbonne Declaration in 1998, an impor-
tant step in the acceleration of these reforms. As in all the
countries mentioned so far, the reforms also led to the in-
troduction of a system of evaluation of university per-
formance, co-ordinated by the newly founded National
Committee for University Evaluation, set up by the
MURST.

1  http://miur.it/progprop/autonomi/auton.htm
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The buzzwords guiding the reform in Italy are auton-
omy, responsibility, assessment, flexibility, competition
and a focus on the demand side rather than on the supply
side, in the context of the general debate about university
reform in other European countries (Modica & Stefani
2000).

The case of France1 is specific for a number of rea-
sons. It may be said that the university system has largely
been resistant to some of the changes we have witnessed
in other European countries. First of all, it is interesting
to note that in the French system there is no clear distinc-
tion between higher and further education, or between
education and training. “The result is that institutions
providing school and post-school education are pluralis-
tic and overlap in their provision, as well as being frag-
mented. There are 4230 institutions classified as higher
education institutions by the education ministry” of
which only 50 are public universities and 40 university
annexes (Burnham 1999, p. 76). Thus universities play a
limited role compared for example to the “Grandes
Ecoles” or the CNRS. What is also revealing for “the
French model” is the fact that these different establish-
ments of higher education have rather different relation-
ships to the State and vary in their legal regulations.
While the Grandes Ecoles are classic examples of the “in-
stitutional model” of university-state relations (discussed
in Part I of this paper), which means that university au-
tonomy is mainly based on shared norms of non-interfer-
ence, this does not hold for the public universities, which

1 For the analysis of the situation in France the following
sources should be mentioned: Burnham (1999); Chevallier
(2001); CPU (2001); Fréville (2001), Musselin/Gignet-Gérard
(2000). See also the following sources: www.euridyce.org/
Publication_List/EN/List_des_titres_EN.htm; 
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are seen as suppliers of tertiary education for the large
majority of French students. 

Second, French universities already have legal and ad-
ministrative autonomy (introduced in 1968 and reiterat-
ed by the 1984 Savary Law), but the notion of autonomy
is full of contradictions. The strong tradition of central-
ised State policy can be clearly seen here, as much of the
management is still in the hands of central bodies, while
there are numerous possibilities of intervention and di-
rect control also at the regional and intra-university level
(e.g. through the recteur, who is the head of the regional
division of the Ministry; or through staff recruitment
procedures by means of national pre-selection processes).
As a consequence, autonomy has so far only a limited
meaning at a practical level and any fuller and more co-
herent autonomy would require further steps to be taken. 

The third fundamental difference between France
and the other European countries of interest for our
analysis is the status of the majority of the university
staff. In public higher education institutions most teach-
ing staff are tenured and enjoy the status of civil servants.
This means that the staff structure is under severe pres-
sure due to the ageing problem, but also due to the ab-
sence of career possibilities for younger scholars (Che-
vaillier 2001).

The 1990s also saw the start of the debate on univer-
sity reform in France. The Université 2000 programme,
which aimed to bring together national and local actors
for discussion, was an important step in the direction of
reform, but so far it has no led much further. In recent
years critical voices on the functioning of the higher ed-
ucation system have been heard and some changes have
been introduced, though no comprehensive reforms. As
part of the recent debate, it may be useful to quote two
major documents providing a detailed analysis of the
need for a fundamental reform of human resources man-
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agement at a political level (Fréville 2001), and for re-
structuring the system in order to achieve greater univer-
sity autonomy (CPU 2001). In that context, Musselin
and Gignet-Gérard (2000) have stressed in their recent
study on developments in university governance in
France that there is a perceivable shift in the ways univer-
sity leaders see their own role, as they make much better
use of the available autonomous space than a decade ago.
In this sense it is not a matter of change by means of an
explicit structural reform, but rather through the devel-
opment of institutional policies, the effectiveness of deci-
sion-making by university bodies and the strengthening
of the position of the university president. 

Greece1 is another country where recent reforms
have so far mainly focused on teaching. A more funda-
mental restructuring of the system as a whole has not yet
been carried out. Greece has a dual system of higher ed-
ucation, with 18 universities, 14 technical educational in-

1 There is little research into higher education that includes
analysis of the Greek university system. Information on the
Greek system is taken mainly from the Eurydice web site:
www.euridyce.org/Publication_List/EN/List_des_titres_EN.htm
and from interviews with members of the scientific community
and the ministry. Further information was taken from recent
evaluations of the universities: CRE Institutional Evaluation
Programme: Institutional Evaluation of the University of Mace-
donia Economic and Social Sciences (Thessaloniki). CRE
Reviewers’ Report. March 2000; CRE Institutional Evaluation
Programme: Institutional Evaluation of the University of Patras
(Greece). CRE Reviewers’ Report. December 1999; CRE Insti-
tutional Evaluation Programme: Institutional Evaluation of the
University of Ioannina (Greece). CRE Reviewers’ Report. Octo-
ber 2000.; EUA (European University Association) Institutional
Evaluation Programme: The University of Crete. EUA Review-
ers’ Report. August 2001; EUA (European University Associa-
tion) Institutional Review of the Aristoteles University of
Thessaloniki. EUA Reviewers’ Report. July 2001.
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stitutions and the Patras Open University (opened in
1997/98). Greece has a decentralised State administra-
tion, but the education system is governed by national
laws and executive acts. Since the entry into force of the
1982 Framework Act, universities have been fully self-
governing public law entities. This reform among other
changes brought about the abolition of the chair system,
which was replaced by a section-department system. Stu-
dents acquired a significant role in electing the governing
bodies of the university, a National Council of Higher
Education was created as a policy-making body, and uni-
versity curricula were reformed. Another reform in
1992, which was much less wide-ranging, placed limits
on the opportunities for the promotion of teaching staff
to higher levels, and made an attempt to improve finan-
cial autonomy, while stimulating post-graduate studies
and the development of research institutions associated
with the universities.

While the Greek system is characterised in the Eury-
dice documents by the phrase “the university decides, the
State supervises”, recent evaluations carried out in
Greece have revealed that there is still a high degree of
State control over key issues. There is a legal framework
in which universities can define their day-to-day func-
tioning for themselves, but the number of strategic issues
to be decided upon seems limited in actual fact (e.g. the
student admissions policy is governed by the central ad-
ministration, the funds allocated to the university are
earmarked, the recruitment of professors is dealt with
centrally). Moreover, universities are criticised for not
using the opportunities for reform they have in theory, as
they prefer to stick to existing structures. The universities
have the right to elect their own executive bodies and to
decide on the management of their internal affairs under
State supervision. In the Greek university system, demo-
cratic decision-making structures are still the basic mode
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of operation, with the participation of representatives of
all members of the academic community in decision
making. External members do not take part in decision-
making processes within the universities.

Two major advisory bodies draw up reform proposals
concerning universities for the respective Ministry.
These are the Higher Education Council (SAP) and the
Interuniversity Research Council (DES).

The most recent reforms introduced by the Education
2000 Act, passed at the end of 1997, focus on teaching
in an attempt to adapt radically the system to European
standards. To this end university entrance examinations
have been abolished in order to increase admissions,
open-choice study programmes have been set up and
study programmes have been restructured. Moreover, a
comprehensive system of evaluation is being developed
in order to improve the overall output of study pro-
grammes.

The last country to mention is Hungary.1 Hungarian
universities were based on the so-called “Prussian model
of a strong state apparatus and a semi-autonomous pro-
fessorate” (Morgan 2000). After the dramatic changes in
1989, it soon became clear that university reform was
needed in order to adapt both to the university systems

1 A great deal of information on the Hungarian situation can
be found on the web. The following addresses are of particular
interest: Ministry of Education: http://www.om.hu/english;
Confederation of the Hungarian Conferences on Higher Educa-
tion: www.fksz.huninet.hu, Higher Education and Scientific
Council: www.ftt.hu, House of Professors: www.prof.iif.hu,
Hungarian Institute for Educational Research: www.hier.iif.hu;
Union of Higher Educational Conferences: http://deneb.huni-
net.hu; Hungarian Accreditation Committee: www.mab.hu.
Moreover, the following articles were used to complete the
analysis of the Hungarian system: Barakonyi (2001), Hrubos
(2000), Morgan & Bergson (2000), Morgan (2000).
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in place in other European countries and to the needs of
the new economy. The World Bank played an important
role in these reform activities as it made a substantial loan
to the government. Hungary took its first big step to-
wards university reform through the Higher Education
Act in 1993, which was amended in 1996. The law set up
a new national body called the Higher Education Re-
search Council, intended to function as an advisory
board to the Ministry and to take on a rather important
role. The difficulties this Council encountered due to the
lack of mutual trust on the part of the actors involved,
from the universities to the ministry, clearly reveal the
historical factors Hungary has to cope with when re-
forming the higher education system (Morgan & Berger-
son 2000). The second important reform step was taken
with Act LII of 1999 on Restructuring the Institutions of
Higher Education. This did not introduce any major ad-
ministrative changes, but was a radical step in fostering
the integration of higher education institutions at a na-
tional level.

Some of the arguments made for change were the
need for merging higher education institutions (too
many small institutions); the extension of educational
opportunities by establishing multifaculty, multidiscipli-
nary institutions; the improvement of facilities for re-
search and development; the setting up of regional intel-
lectual centres, and the strengthening of the relationship
between these institutions and their environment. The
notion of efficiency was also central, in the sense of im-
proving the use of resources as well as eliminating redun-
dant multiple structures. Moreover, the issue of respon-
siveness was addressed by stating that the university sys-
tem should be made more flexible and attentive to the
needs of individuals and the economy. 

The Hungarian system is a dual system with universi-
ty education organised in traditional faculties with a
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more theoretical-scientific orientation and non-universi-
ty education (i.e. colleges, vocational education) aiming
to fit the needs of economy. There are State universities
and colleges but also higher education institutions con-
trolled by various churches (mainly the Catholic Church)
as well as private colleges in the Hungarian system.

So far it may be said that, in principle, Hungarian uni-
versities have become autonomous institutions, in terms
of defining their internal organisational and operational
framework, selecting staff, students numbers and so on.
However, there is still a considerable degree of state con-
trol over central issues. 

In concluding this section, it may be of interest to add
some more general observations. With the exception of
Greece and Italy, in all the countries dealt with in this
study, the traditional universities have become only one
player among many at the level of higher education.
While vocationally oriented education is receiving in-
creasing attention, the space occupied by private univer-
sities is also growing. Both factors will definitely have an
impact on the way universities develop in the future.

We can also see how different reforms are being de-
signed and implemented in the various national settings.
While some countries are involved in a process of regular
reform with consultation, others are adopting a series of
small-scale changes, while in other cases there is an at-
tempt to push through reform in one big step despite the
risk of institutional resistance. In other cases one can see
a gradual and partial adaptation of the university govern-
ance structures to the new demands even without formal
reshaping processes. On the basis of this observation,
there appears to be a need for in-depth comparative and
qualitative research in university reform strategies in or-
der to better understand how change can take place in
certain cultural environments.
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The strong correlation between increasing autonomy
and setting up accountability structures can be clearly
seen in virtually all cases. Evaluation procedures and
other forms of accountability have been set up in most
countries, though different ways of implementing and
making use of these procedures may be seen.

Finally it is revealing to note how central the notion
of institutional autonomy has become, and how little the
role of the individual academic is considered in these re-
forms. The problem of individual autonomy, which
could in fact be in contradiction with the strengthening
of institutional autonomy and accountability, is rarely
addressed. In this sense it may be said that these recent
reforms have strengthened the university as an institu-
tion and increased the voice given to society and stake-
holders, but have attributed less importance to the situa-
tion of individual researchers and teachers.

II. 2. Decision-Making Structures between Autonomy 
and External Control

In the following section we will focus on the different
ways recent reforms have reshaped decision-making
processes within universities and what that means for
the autonomy of these institutions. This domain is cen-
tral as it redefines the position as well as the scope of ac-
tion universities will or are expected to take in contem-
porary “knowledge societies”. Decision-making struc-
tures are one of the crucial places where the border line
is negotiated between the internal autonomy of the uni-
versities as knowledge-producing and educational insti-
tutions and external control. We will therefore consider
the levels – institutional versus individual – on which this
new form of autonomy is to be formulated. We will not
depart from an idealised vision of autonomy and com-
pare the current situation in different national contexts,
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but focus on the different ways in which this autonomy
takes shape. It is more a question of “What kind of au-
tonomy are we talking about?” than one of measuring
changes against an abstract ideal. 

Investigating different models in the domain of deci-
sion-making structures in national university systems
which have undergone reforms aimed at increasing insti-
tutional autonomy illustrates the wide range of possibili-
ties. These emerge from the blend of management tradi-
tions as well as the ideals and values on the basis of which
legislators and universities act. To a certain extent focus-
ing on decision-making structures can reveal how gov-
ernments and other actors grant varying degrees of free-
dom to universities while maintaining their influence
where deemed necessary, and how the institutions them-
selves handle this new situation and demonstrate their
capacity for adaptation, resistance and innovation.

We have structured our observations on the basis of
three perspectives. As a first step we will identify what we
would like to call “the changing philosophy” behind the
decision-making structures implemented. With what
kind of expectations and for what purpose are these re-
forms to be understood? This is an important question,
as national systems might implement procedures that
look rather different, but which follow the same basic
philosophy. Secondly, we will analyse the existing struc-
tures, but also see what might be identified as the emerg-
ing common features in the newly devised decision-mak-
ing procedures. We will ask the following questions:
Who decides what? What are the new central actors
(bodies or individuals) in these decision-making process-
es? What kind of issues can be decided within the univer-
sities, and what is left to the terrain of general politics?
The last perspective in this section will be devoted to an
examination of the new kinds of relations developing be-
tween universities, politics and society at large. In what
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forms will the “needs of society” be expressed in the na-
tional systems of higher education? Who will represent
society in making strategic choices with regard to future
development in this sector? 

For each perspective, we will give selected examples
from the eight national contexts in an attempt to charac-
terise emerging differences and similarities.

II.2.1. The Changing “Basic Philosophy” behind 
Decision-Making Mechanisms

It seems appropriate initially not only to see the reforms
in university decision-making structures as a legal redef-
inition of the governance in higher education, but also to
examine the underlying “basic philosophy”, the implicit
values behind these changes. Our observations can be
grouped around four issues.

First, an important redefinition of agency for the dif-
ferent actors in the sphere of higher education can be di-
agnosed. There seems to be a tendency to separate more
clearly than before detailed decision-making and ac-
countability roles from the control function. In many of
the new arrangements, universities can decide autono-
mously on certain issues, while the State exerts control
through various newly established mechanisms, often
with more weight given to stakeholders and society at
large. Autonomy is in this sense not a synonym for inde-
pendence, but rather a matter of decision-making under
external constraints, developing internal university poli-
cies and taking on more responsibility than ever before.
Voices critical of the changes that are currently taking
place in the university system underline the fact that, giv-
en the increasingly tight external constraints of the uni-
versities and the fact that choices to be made independ-
ently by the universities are rather limited, recent re-
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forms could be interpreted as a retreat by the State from
its central task of financing higher education1. 

The second point to be made concerns a stronger ori-
entation of the universities to expectations formulated
by diverse societal stakeholders. In fact the idea that uni-
versity students should respond to the needs of the la-
bour market and that representatives from different sec-
tors of society should have their word on the future op-
tions for university development are omnipresent in re-
cent reforms. The idea that universities are institutions
that offer services to society, in both research and teach-
ing, has indeed become widespread. This is further rein-
forced by the fact that in many European countries pri-
vate universities have come to play a more dominant role
than before, gaining here and there a competitive advan-
tage over public universities. As a result of stakeholder
involvement, we can see decision-making bodies in the
university including members from society; criteria used
in the accountability procedures for the universities em-
bracing non-academic values; and decisions concerning
academic staff no longer being based on purely academic
criteria.

The third observation about the overall philosophy
behind the changes would be a shift of decision-making
authority from collective, often representative elected
bodies with democratic decision-making procedures, to
individual officers or smaller selected groups of individ-
uals. Collegial management has thus been reduced con-
siderably or at least changed fundamentally. There are
still collegial bodies in many universities, but they no

1 This argument was put forward for example in the protests
about the new university law in Spain. See a number of press
articles on the subject: Short 2002, see also Special Dossier on
Higher Education, El Pais, http://www.elpais.es/temas/dossieres/
leyuniversidad/index.html (visited 26 August 2002) 
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longer have decision-making power, and function mainly
as consultative bodies. The intention is to increase the
speed of decision-making, making it more of a profes-
sional activity, with a clear definition of responsibility
with regard to decisions taken. Management is no longer
seen as a part-time job that academics can do alongside
their research and teaching duties, but as a full-time ac-
tivity requiring special skills. In this context, it is reveal-
ing to see how staff participation in decision making (in-
troduced mainly in the 1970s and 1980s) has changed
from an active to a rather limited consultative role. In
many of the reformed systems, students still have an im-
portant voice, but they are seen less as members of the
university who should have a voice, and more as con-
sumers of educational services.

Finally, the way higher education is conceptualised
and the terminology that dominates the general rhetoric
of the university is clearly that of an enterprise. We speak
about input/output relations, efficiency and improving
university-industry relationships. Patent issues have be-
come an important question within universities, and the
market-oriented production of knowledge and expertise
plays a central role, along with customer relations. The
models for running universities are thus increasingly
shifting to the “managerial type” with an accompanying
decline in the professional autonomy of individual aca-
demics. In order to be able to take decisions, large-scale
information and assessment systems have been put in
place, which have a tendency to further restrict the “free-
dom of movement” of the individual. 

II.2.2. Restructuring Decision Making within 
the Universities

Structural changes in decision-making now become cen-
tral to our reflections and we will look first of all at the
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way in which this domain is regulated  by law at the na-
tional level. Are uniform and detailed regulations laid
down for all institutions of higher education, or is
framework legislation provided, in which the detailed
internal structures are left to be decided by individual in-
stitutions? The second aspect to be considered concerns
the kind of decision-making bodies that are set up in or-
der to answer the different needs that are considered im-
portant.  Thirdly, we will analyse how autonomy in de-
cision-making is linked to accountability structures. The
overriding question to pose would then be whether in all
the observed varieties there are any dominant models of
university management. What are the new roles played
by the State in these changed settings?

First of all we should note that in all the countries
which have been through major structural reform of the
university system, governments tend only to lay down
the general legal framework while the internal structures
and detailed mechanisms of administration and consulta-
tion are left to be decided by the universities. This re-
flects a new understanding of autonomy in the sense that
more responsibility is delegated to the individual institu-
tion for devising adequate internal mechanisms. This di-
vision of labour can be seen in parallel to what is happen-
ing with regard to university curricula. On the one hand
the globalisation of the higher education system requires
greater homogeneity of overall regulations, while on the
other hand institutions need to develop specific profiles
in order to be able to compete for the best students. The
task of developing new internal structures is however
rather complex as there is a fundamental need to break
with existing decision-making logic, rituals and experi-
ence. Reform is therefore often judged as risky and diffi-
cult to implement if it is not to encounter resistance. This
new freedom also brings tighter structures of accounta-
bility, and means that universities increasingly have to
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deal with difficulties such as unstable financing, staffing
problems and fluctuations in student numbers. Moreo-
ver, in order to be able to make use of the possible space
for autonomy, universities need to adapt much faster
than ever before and to develop a clear internal policy in
order to protect their boundaries and interests effectively
from intrusion by external bodies.

Although the reforms seem rather similar in structure,
the degree of freedom given to the universities and the
ways in which they are bound to the State (through
mechanisms of accountability or contracts) are subject to
wide variation and need a more refined reflection. At the
same time it is important to remember that, due to vari-
ous historical factors and political cultures, there can be
huge differences between de jure regulations and their de
facto meanings, or the way the State is entrusted with
university affairs. Moreover, various countries have dif-
ferent starting positions for the reforms (problem defini-
tions vary largely) and thus interpret and implement the
changes in different ways.

What the systems have in common is the fact that in-
ternal regulations are generally devised by the highest in-
ternal university body, such as the university board or
council. In most cases these are collegial bodies, where
staff representation is assured. In virtually all cases stu-
dents are also represented on these bodies and thus deci-
sions can incorporate student views, particularly with re-
gard to teaching issues. By leaving such important inter-
nal decisions to a board with staff participation, the ac-
ceptability of internal regulations can be expected to be
much higher than if an individual officer were to decide
on a particular issue.

In the Finnish case, it is the University Board which
develops university regulations, in Spain the University
Assembly and in Hungary the University Council (all
bodies assuring broad representation of staff and stu-
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dents). In Italy and Greece, this role is played by the Sen-
ate, a body consisting of the Rector, the Deans, the head
of administration, elected members of staff and so on. In
both systems internal decision-making is still strongly
based on the participatory idea. In the UK this power is
with the University Council, a mix of internal and exter-
nal expertise. In the Netherlands it is the Executive board
(usually three members - the Rector included) that draws
up internal regulations, which are then approved by the
University Council. In France institutional autonomy is
fairly limited and most important issues are regulated
centrally. 

Let us take the example of the UK, which has the
longest tradition with regard to the autonomy of internal
structural decisions, but which has also been critically an-
alysed in terms of the consequences this kind of autono-
my can have on higher education institutions. Each uni-
versity is responsible for its own internal organisation,
running its own administration and recruiting staff as it
considers appropriate, as well as deciding on teaching
methods, the level of tuition fees, degree programmes
and admission procedures. Yet it is interesting to note
that many universities come up with very similar looking
internal structures. The management style can be charac-
terised either as managerial or entrepreneurial according
to the type of university. With regard to the relation of
the university to the State, it is possible to identify a cer-
tain tendency towards what we called the “supermarket
State”. This means that the autonomy of the higher edu-
cation institution can only be maintained through effec-
tive mechanisms of economic survival. In this sense the
university and its autonomy are highly dependent on the
capacity to attract money from many different sources,
thus determining some kind of market-driven autonomy.
Moreover, the regulations laid down by the state regard-
ing the criteria for the distribution of funding are so
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standardised that the notion of autonomy in a broad
sense can certainly be questioned.

The second interesting aspect about recent changes is
the kind of bodies that have powerful positions in the
new governance structures. We will see that, in many
countries, bodies with stakeholder representation have
obtained quite central and powerful positions. Important
strategic academic decisions thus partly remain beyond
the control of the peer group. Either strategic bodies
have been created whose members are appointed by the
government, or the government maintains the right to
directly decide and intervene on issues deemed to be cru-
cial. 

Indeed, in most of the national university systems un-
der consideration there are cases in which representa-
tives of society are brought into the advisory procedures
of the institution. Yet there are important differences in
whether institutions can decide themselves on the kind
and the degree of this societal participation. 

In the UK, although each individual university has
considerable autonomy, the highest decision-making
body, the Court or the Board of Governors, ultimately
responsible for the affairs of the institution, comprises
senior staff and a majority of independent members who
are neither employees nor students of the institution.
Thus external voices are given considerable weight at this
central level of decision making. Although with clear var-
iations, this model is taken up in some of the other re-
forms we can observe. 

The Netherlands and Spain represent the most far-
reaching models in this sense, as in their new governance
structures they have bodies consisting entirely of individ-
uals from outside the university playing a significant role
in strategic decisions affecting the university. Since 1997
in the Netherlands it has been the Minister who has ap-
pointed (after nomination by the university) the Supervi-
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sory Board, the highest body in the new university man-
agement structure. It has to approve all strategic policy
documents and can therefore stop any substantial
change. The Supervisory Board appoints (and can dis-
miss) the Executive Board which lays down internal reg-
ulations, develops strategic teaching and research policy
and is responsible for day-to-day administration. The Ex-
ecutive Board in turn appoints the Deans or faculty
boards responsible for the organisation of research and
teaching, as well as teaching and examination  regula-
tions. In the case of Spain the budget and the programme
of universities have to be approved by the Social Council,
which is a powerful body at the level of the autonomous
regions.1 Three members of this Social Council also sit
on the University Assembly and it is thus directly repre-
sented in the university. Under the new legislation the
university is governed by the rector and the governing
board, with the University Assembly representing the
staff. Below that, at faculty level, the Dean is the leading
figure and finally there are the Directors of Departments. 

A possibility for including external expertise into uni-
versity boards is foreseen in the case of Finland, Italy,
France and Hungary. In the case of Finland the universi-
ty can opt to include external expertise on the university
board but is by no means obliged to do so. With regard
to the interests of society at large, it has the autonomy to
set up advisory bodies. The Administrative Board of Ital-
ian universities can include members from outside the
university (local or regional authorities, chamber of com-
merce, etc.), and this matter is regulated by the university
statutes. The French system also provides for external

1 This reform led to massive protests by students and univer-
sity staff. One of the main criticisms was directed at the fact that
the debate is about autonomy while all the crucial issues are reg-
ulated by the State, the law or external bodies.
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expertise on all three councils (for research, administra-
tion and teaching issues). In the case of Hungary, perma-
nently invited members of the University Council may
come from the Council of Public Employees, representa-
tive trade unions, and ministries as well as other organi-
sations interested in educational policy. Also within col-
legial bodies there may be representatives from outside
the university, whereas individual officers must be mem-
bers of the teaching or scientific staff.

Finally, Greece remains something of an exception as
there is no provision for external members on university
decision-making bodies.

The third important aspect of decision-making in-
creasingly appearing in reforms in different countries is
the idea of management by results. This means that the
State does not exert direct detailed decision-making
power, but controls previously agreed output - both in
research and teaching. In order to be able to do so, more
or less detailed contracts are drawn up and in some cases
formulae are developed on the basis of which funds are
allocated. In this context it is also significant that govern-
ment funding is only part of the university's income, with
student fees and other income playing an increasingly
important role.

It may be said that across the eight countries taken in-
to consideration we find a broad spectrum of different
ways of managing this area of the government/university
relationship. At one end of the spectrum, as in the case of
Greece, State funding for the university is the main in-
come and complex, lengthy and detailed annual negotia-
tions about university budgets take place. At the other
end of the spectrum, we find countries like the UK,
where government funding is only part of the universi-
ties' income, and relatively high tuition fees and other
third-party income are an important part of the budget.
In the UK, public funding is determined by “a formula
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taking into account the particular circumstances of the
institutions, like the size and composition of the student
body, the subjects taught and the amount and quality of
research” (Eurydice 2000, 496). In between these two
extremes we find a variety of national models. 

There is an overall tendency for planning periods to
get longer, extending over three or four years, with an-
nual renegotiations. Universities therefore have increas-
ingly to define policies for future development; thus, in-
ternal consultation and decision-making on medium-
term objectives become crucial. Through this process of
setting up medium-term agreements with governments,
visions for the future of universities take shape; as a re-
sult, these agreements should be seen not only in prag-
matic terms but also as an important area in which the
degree of autonomy of universities to shape their own fu-
ture is negotiated.

Let us consider some examples on the spectrum be-
tween the UK and Greece. An interesting case is the Finn-
ish solution, where stronger target orientation has been
introduced as the main strategic instrument in recent re-
forms, while higher education has remained free of tui-
tion fees. This means that, after negotiations with each
university, the Ministry draws up so-called “result con-
tracts” for a period of about three years with annual ad-
justments. A number of performance criteria (National
Evaluation Council for Higher Education, 1996) assure
relatively tight control from outside, and a certain
amount of funding is allocated through a clearly defined
formula. In the Dutch case we find a similar model. Uni-
versities receive lump-sum budgets after negotiations
based on structural indicators that determine the funding
distributed among higher education institutions.

While such a model-based distribution of public mon-
ey has the advantage of greater transparency, one should
not overlook the tendency of higher education institu-
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tions to adapt once the criteria have been laid down. In
order to maximise funding they may neglect other possi-
ble pathways of development, which would be more in-
novative and rewarding for both the university and soci-
ety. In this sense, even if there is an initial agreement be-
tween the government and the universities on the formu-
la and indicators to be used for distributing part of public
funding, it is important to understand the institutions’
power to shape for them an area of autonomy. 

The fourth and final aspect of the new decision-mak-
ing arrangements to be considered concerns the proce-
dures “measuring” the quality of universities’ work and
the role they play in the future development of universi-
ties. While granting more space to universities for shap-
ing decision-making structures and handing over part of
the responsibility to these institutions, governments have
also put in place national structures of quality assessment
and control. Therefore the discussion about the quality
of the universities’ “output” and the weight this should
be given in policy making both inside and outside the
university has become central to change. Several aspects
of quality measurement are of interest for our discussion.
First, one can see quality assurance mechanisms as a
means by which policy expectations in the university be-
come visible, whereas these values and criteria would
otherwise remain implicit. Through the criteria used, the
indicators developed and the different weighting of var-
ious aspects of university work, an ideal picture emerges
which can exert a powerful influence on higher educa-
tion institutions. Second, in asking who is involved in set-
ting up quality assurance mechanisms, and who takes
part in defining the basic criteria for evaluation, we can
learn something about stakeholders, their role and the
extent of their power in the new universities. Third, the
time scales for these evaluations give us a picture of basic
societal ideas on the functioning of innovation and re-
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production processes within universities. The shorter the
evaluation cycles, and the less evaluation is seen as part
of a process, the more superficial the items to be evaluat-
ed will become, resulting – in extreme cases – in a kind
of intellectual book-keeping exercise (number of stu-
dents, papers, third-party funding, etc.). Fourth, the
more weight is put on evaluation as a process of negoti-
ation where initial results play the role of a central input
to be debated, the more such instruments might in fact
lead to the creative improvement of higher education. Fi-
nally, defining the criteria which should be monitored
and the balance between them produces a kind of ideal
profile for staff and their output in higher education. 

In virtually all the national contexts investigated,
though in rather different forms, national evaluation
agencies have been established to perform this task.
Along with the restructuring of research and teaching,
the evaluation of academic output has, in a way, become
a profession in its own right (House 1993, Felt 1999).
These agencies are involved both in the assessment of a
person's qualifications and of structural features. They
become powerful players in reshaping the universities,
while maintaining a rather remote position of “objec-
tive” quality measurement.

The British system is by far the oldest, and offers the
most direct coupling with the allocation of funds by the
government. For this purpose regular Research Assess-
ment Exercises are also carried out, with a system of
marks which in turn are entered into the formula for cal-
culating financial support. Such rigid coupling mecha-
nisms, however, do not reflect the complexity of the
tasks universities have to fulfil and leave little space for
creative development. 

In this sense, the Dutch solution is perhaps the most
elaborate one, all the more so as it leaves space for nec-
essary negotiations. In the Netherlands it is not a govern-
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ment agency that is in charge of the evaluation, but the
VSNU (an umbrella organisation comprised of all Dutch
universities) which lays down standards, methods and
criteria, and carries out the evaluation process. In this
system of quality assurance, which relies heavily on qual-
itative methods and peer-review procedures, evaluation
is seen much more as a process and is in a way carried out
by the universities themselves. The government takes on
the role of a kind of observer of the process at a meta-
level, making sure that the results of the evaluations are
taken into consideration when planning change in uni-
versities. The evaluations consider a set of different per-
spectives on the work of higher education institutions,
embracing the notion of quality in the traditional view
based on internal criteria, the relevance of the knowledge
produced in the sense of uptake and distribution of
knowledge, input/output relations, as well as the com-
patibility of the organisation’s work with its self-defined
aims. There is no strict coupling of the results to funding,
though they nevertheless play a central role.

France also has a National Evaluation Committee, set
up in 1985, with the task of independently evaluating
higher education institutions, though, so far, there is lit-
tle evidence that the outcomes have had any impact on
funding mechanisms. 

In Finland the reforms of the late 1990s included the
setting up of a Council for Higher Education Evaluation.
In the Finnish case, unlike the British example, there is
no direct coupling between the outcome of the evalua-
tion exercise and the allocation of government funding.
It is seen rather as a tool for fostering systematic im-
provement and as a basis for negotiations. 

In Italy an Observatory for the Evaluation of the Uni-
versity System was set up in 1996, with the task of carry-
ing out a comprehensive evaluation of higher education
institutions. It is planned in the medium-term to use
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these evaluations as a tool for the redistribution of fund-
ing and to set incentives, but so far little progress has
been made in this direction. 

The last example for the establishment of such na-
tional evaluation bodies is the reform in Spain. Here a
National Evaluation and Accreditation Agency has been
established, collaborating closely with the national co-or-
dination council which is an important player in the dis-
tribution of resources. 

These evaluation procedures have become the area
where new value systems are implemented and where the
national governments can express their ideals. Autono-
my of the universities therefore also has to be questioned
under these conditions. If the criteria for evaluation are
mainly defined by governments and funds are distributed
accordingly, then this is a most powerful tool for exert-
ing influence without the State needing to take responsi-
bility for the decisions taken. 

II.2.3.  Relations between the University, Politics 
and Society: The Changing Meaning of Autonomy

Looking back at the many different reforms that have
taken place in recent years in relation to decision-mak-
ing structures in the eight countries, it is important to
stress once more the fundamental changes that occurred
in the relations existing between the university, politics
and society. While the State is partly withdrawing from
the terrain of higher education, there is a need to analyse
how far politics or other societal forces (via different
forms of representation) nevertheless exert a direct or
indirect influence on decision-making and university de-
velopment. In this connection four more general obser-
vations seem relevant.

First, State intervention takes place in a much more
indirect way than in the past and therefore needs much
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closer investigation in order to make the potential conse-
quences visible. The way funding is allocated, the kind of
accountability required, the role played by alternative
funding sources, the dependence of research in universi-
ties on the number of students, and many other features
have to be considered in decision-making procedures.
Thus processes become more complex than they were
before; more and different actors have to be taken into
consideration, and the levels of interaction between uni-
versity, politics and society become more closely inter-
twined.

Second, one can observe that while States often used
to interfere down to the micro-level of decision taking in
the universities, in the reformed systems intervention is
often only possible at the macro-level. This means that
influence can be exerted through budgeting, contracts
between the State and universities and other kinds of
agreements, i.e., in a rather indirect way only. This is a
rather invidious position for universities, as they are liv-
ing on a boundary and have to take decisions for which
the entire responsibility falls on them.

Third, we have seen that even if there is a consensus
on stakeholder participation, the models have taken
rather different forms. While in some national contexts
they play the role of consultants, in others they have im-
portant control and even decision-making functions.

Finally, quality assessment and control mechanisms
are often used by external actors to exert indirect con-
trol. By getting involved in defining criteria as well as by
setting up national evaluation agencies, politicians and
stakeholders can bring in their expectations and values in
a much more stable and continuous way. Thus the cen-
tral area of quality control, which was always seen as the
terrain defining a profession’s values, is now inhabited by
a broader variety of actors influencing both the produc-
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tion of knowledge and its dissemination throughout so-
ciety.

II.3.  Human Resources Management: Relations 
between Individual Aspirations, External Expectations 
and Institutional Targets

Having analysed some of the similarities and differences
between national university systems with regard to deci-
sion-making structures on the basis of recent reforms,
we now shift our attention to the matter of staff struc-
tures. Over the next decade, in virtually all the European
university systems that underwent rapid expansion in
the 1970s and 1980s, we will witness a wave of renewal
due to the large proportion of staff reaching retirement
age. This has twofold consequences: on the one hand the
phenomenon of the “ageing of the profession” – linked
to the high degree of tenured positions – has left younger
academics for a long time with little chance of moving to
stable positions at a senior level. On the other hand, due
to this huge turnover, the government reform of the role
and working conditions of academic staff will have a
greater impact on the profession than ever before. As
much of the resistance to change in universities has come
from existing staff and the values they embody, such a
fundamental shift could allow for a much more radical
repositioning of the university as a whole in contempo-
rary society. In this sense one can see coming changes in
human resources management as a central element in
the reform taken as a whole, but and also with regard to
university autonomy in particular.

How will these “new universities” be staffed and
what are the qualities the newly recruited teachers and
researchers will need to have? Will continuity of staff and
thus longer-term contracts still be dominant, or will the
idea of the flexible university get stronger? What will the
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planned move of personnel across Europe and beyond
mean for the different local/national settings? What ef-
fect will these new boundary conditions have on the
choice of areas of research and for scientific and techno-
logical innovation in general? Will increasing external
pressures on staff and time-constraints result in the kind
of research questions asked being reduced in order to
deal with the risks relating to research evaluation? And
what will it mean for teaching if the level of “student-
output” and the market-value attributed to academic ac-
tivities become important criteria for quality assessment?
Can we continue to speak in this sense of individual au-
tonomy and freedom of research and teaching, or do we
have to reconsider these ideals so highly valued in
academia? What will relations look like between the new
academic staff and stakeholders, and what impact will all
this have on knowledge production? These are but a few
of the key questions arising from changes in the domain
of personnel, or to use the more recent formulation, of
human resources management. Only some of them can
be dealt with in the following section.

Staff issues in higher education must be addressed at
different levels, as outlined in the first part of this paper.
While decision-making touches upon the whole struc-
ture of the institution, human resources policy is much
more closely related to the preoccupations of the individ-
ual researcher. In this area the tensions between individ-
ual and institutional autonomy are thus rather high, and
questioning the importance given in the management of
universities to issues like individual creativity, academic
freedom and personal commitment has become vital for
academics. In short the central point to ask is how the re-
cent reforms provide a link between broad institutional
interests and individual perspectives, while at the same
time responding to the expectations of society.
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These issues relating to academic staff draw our atten-
tion to the growing importance of human capital ideolo-
gy in at least two ways. The first point concerns the “out-
put” of universities in the form of students. In an infor-
mation society it may be assumed that expanding human
capital serves societies, firms and individuals. However,
as has been clearly pointed out, this has a number of con-
sequences for higher education. Universities are no long-
er regarded as “self-reproducing” institutions; rather,
they are expected to play the role of “agencies of transi-
tion” between the academic world and labour market.
However, education has itself become a form of risk cap-
ital as “the social status of the credentials provided by
universities has steadily become more problematic. (...)
the ticket obtained on leaving university is no longer for
a life journey” (Kivinen & Ahola 1999, 196). In that
sense the role and value attributed to university educa-
tion is haunted by uncertainties which are reflected in the
terms of the public debate. The second point is that hu-
man capital ideology becomes visible at the level of uni-
versity staff. There is a clear shift in policy focus away
from the individual academic worker and his/her individ-
ual possibilities of development to the aims and efficien-
cy of the institution.

The key words structuring the debate have become
flexibility (which means moving away from tenured con-
tracts to fixed-term contracts), mobility (which means
the movement of teaching and research staff through the
global networks of universities), entrepreneurial spirit
(which means closer interaction with potential users of
scientific knowledge), transdisciplinarity (which means
the capacity to tackle complex problems crossing differ-
ent disciplinary territories), and finally efficiency (which
means optimal use of resources leading to high institu-
tional output). 
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In the following section, we will analyse the person-
nel structure and the degree of autonomy given to the
university from three perspectives. As a first step we will
focus on the shifts in the more general vision of and rhet-
oric on the role of “the new academic staff”. This seems
important as it proves complex and lengthy to imple-
ment changes in staff policy, as most people working in
the universities hold medium- or long-term contracts –
thus postponing effectively any change to the next gen-
eration. Drawing attention to the way we talk about the
handling of staff issues and the expectations that are for-
mulated will allow us to examine the ways in which uni-
versities are likely to change in the future. Then, the sec-
ond step will be to look at changes in career structures
and selection mechanisms in some countries. Here we
will be able not only to discover significant differences
between the legal situation in the different countries, but
also between the de jure and the de facto handling of
these issues. Particularly at this level, national traditions
and historical developments come to play a crucial role.
What importance is given to hierarchical structures?
How are control mechanisms implemented? How much
space is given to individuals in the institutional setting?
What are the classic career structures that have been in
place so far? And finally, who decides and according to
what criteria whether or not a person will be able to start
a university career or remain on a career track? These are
but some of the central questions to be asked. The third
part of this section will then be devoted to some observa-
tions about the shift from what used to be seen as “staff
administration” to “human resources management”.

II.3.1.  A Shift in the General Vision of Academic Staff

While it is revealing to look at the new legal frameworks
for academic staff in universities and the career struc-
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tures foreseen, it is even more interesting to question the
underlying general vision concerning academic staff.
What kind of people are to staff the universities of the
future? Will the employment structure be more diversi-
fied than now in order to respond to the rapidly chang-
ing environment and to demands from stakeholders? Or
will there be less differentiation in the overall categories
while flexibility will be assured through short- and me-
dium-term contracts? Are the categories of scientific/ed-
ucational staff laid down at the national level or are they
left to the needs of the individual university? How much
freedom exists for each university to define employment
conditions? Are the latter regulated and protected at the
national level? Will research and teaching, on the basis
of the Humboldt’s ideal prevailing today still, continue
to be embodied in one and the same person? What are
the qualities which the “new higher education staff”
should have and how do they compare to the expecta-
tions – implicit or explicit – that were present when the
majority of the senior staff now in place were hired?

We will group our observations around six topics.
The first and maybe clearest change concerns the de-

bate about the balance between permanent and non-per-
manent positions within the university. While tenured
positions were seen for a long time as the way to assure
the academic freedom of the individual, there is no long-
er any consensus on this issue in the countries studied
here. Many countries play with the idea of somehow
shifting away from professors being civil servants and al-
so from offering them tenured contracts. This is the out-
come of a number of changes that appeared progressive-
ly in the different national contexts. The first step was to
hand over decisions on the staff to be employed to the
universities – with a view to reducing government inter-
ference. While this was greeted quite positively by the
universities, it quickly became clear that it also meant
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that the increasing financial pressure was transferred to
them. The State could freeze budgets or increase them in
an inadequate way, with the result that staff costs became
a heavy burden for the institutions. The answer was a call
for more short-term, less stable and more task-oriented
employment in order to minimise institutional risk, a
point which we will touch upon later. This, however, put
universities in quite a contradictory situation. On the one
hand, institutions have to develop policies in order to
survive on the higher education market while having a
high percentage of tenured positions that fosters little
flexibility in terms of management. On the other hand,
being competitive on the higher education market re-
quires staff commitment and therefore a degree of stabil-
ity.1 Even though universities are increasingly aware of
this delicate balance between flexibility and stability, it is
evident that continuous and satisfying employment con-
ditions as well as regular academic careers have become
less common for a growing number of staff within the
universities.

The rapid growth of the higher education sector led
not only to a considerable expansion of the number of
staff, but also to a functional differentiation within the
profession. While, before the mass expansion of higher
education, professors were the dominant group of aca-
demic workers, in recent decades an increasing number
of new temporary academic positions have been created.
In fact, as some analysts point out, the staff structure is
now more or less dominated in number by middle-rank-
ing non-professorial staff. But this also means that a cen-

1 Enders  (1997, p. 19) argues very convincingly from the data
in his study that “the commitment to the institution varies sig-
nificantly by rank reflecting scholars' status in the hierarchy of
positions, their seniority within the institution as well as the
nature of their employment.”
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tral part of the university's workload both in research and
teaching is now carried out by academics in unstable and
often financially precarious positions. This has given rise
to serious criticisms in recent years (e.g. the case of Spain,
Abbott 1998). In virtually all countries doctoral and
post-doctoral positions have been created or the number
of such positions has been increased. Indeed, it is consid-
ered to be of strategic importance to keep talented young
scientists in the institution and to offer them research op-
portunities. In several analyses, however, we come across
the problem that short-term temporary working con-
tracts and rather low pay make it increasingly difficult to
retain good researchers. This is particularly true for those
areas where excellent employment conditions are to be
found outside academia. Thus a future challenge will be
to consider also the surrounding labour markets when
defining university contracts (Farnheim 1999).

These changes in the staff structure have been accom-
panied by a shift in power relations within the universi-
ties. The new staff categories have made their voices
heard through institutional channels and this has resulted
in some loss of power on the part of the professors. This
explains, in some countries, the sometimes hot and emo-
tional debates about which ranks in the university hierar-
chy should get access to decision-making bodies or to po-
sitions of leadership.

The mass expansion of higher education, but also the
functional differentiation of university staff, have had
consequences for the basic idea of combining research
and teaching in one person, which was gradually seen as
less central. The rapid increase in the number of students
has led institutions in some countries to create positions
with mainly teaching duties. While this seemed to be an
ideal solution for the institution in response to external
change, those who occupied the posts do not appear to
share this positive vision on a long-term basis. What hap-
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pens after a while is what Martin Trow calls “academic
drift”. This means that academics occupying these posi-
tions are not satisfied with their job situation and gradu-
ally try to get their status shifted towards more research
duties. This is a good example of how implicit value sys-
tems become functional. While on the rhetorical level
teaching is declared as being central to the university, in
the real world of quality assurance mechanisms and of
employment the teaching record is often of secondary
importance. Moreover, it is interesting to note that in
some countries the creation of standardised teaching
packages is under consideration and this might in the
long term lead to the idea that the individual teacher can
be replaced (at least at the undergraduate level) and it
might also undermine the idea of freedom of teaching in
rather subtle ways, making positions with heavy teaching
loads even less attractive.1

Perhaps the most central shift can be observed in the
move from the rhetoric in the 1970s, when the quality of
the individual researcher, his or her creativity and devel-
opment possibilities and the maximisation of participa-
tion were put very much to the fore, to contemporary
policy documents which speak much more of human
capital, a concept that clearly focuses on the overall as-
pect of staff development and much less on the role of
the individual researcher. This squares with the more
general observation that institutions and their aims as
well as institutional autonomy are at the core of the re-
forms. Individual researchers and teachers are under-
stood mainly as contributors to this aim, and less thought
is given to individual autonomy or freedom of research,

1 The fact that distance and e-learning have become central
policy issues and have been heavily promoted in recent years has
led and will continue to lead to standardisation in teaching and
learning.
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which continue to exist only at a rhetorical level. Overall
it may be said that there is a shift away from giving the
individual researcher and his or her working conditions
a central place in staff considerations and human re-
source concepts. This means a move to more structural
considerations and it may be said that a certain "disem-
bodiment of intellectual capacities" is taking place. Crea-
tive capacity and innovation are conceptualised less in
terms of the individual researcher, though he or she still
plays an important role, and more as an overall skill to be
developed across the whole category of staff. These pol-
icies are in clear contradiction with the mechanisms
functioning within the academic profession, which still
clearly focus on rewarding individual intellectual contri-
butions, though teamwork is becoming increasingly im-
portant at all levels.

Not only has the handling of staff issues been re-
formed, but also researchers themselves and the capaci-
ties they need to provide have changed in recent years.
While individual research records still play a central role
in the choice of staff, new criteria are also applied. Ac-
ceptance of a certain degree of mobility within the cur-
riculum, flexibility with regard to different work envi-
ronments, the capacity to collaborate across different in-
stitutional settings (between university and industry), the
experience and readiness to take over management tasks
(acquiring project money, handling large-scale contracts,
leading larger research groups etc.) have become impor-
tant qualities for a researcher. It is no longer the solitary
genius that is the dominant stereotype in this domain,
but much more the managing scientist and gifted com-
municator.

Finally, and maybe underlying all these aspects, there
is a shift in the power given in decision-making to non-
professorial staff over academic staff. So far, the norms
of the profession (which were often seen as discipline-
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based) as well as staff selection have in most settings been
left to the most senior staff, thus making them responsi-
ble for the renewal of their own academic field. In recent
reforms, much more power is given to university man-
agement to recruit staff and to decide the contract’s pre-
cise terms. Concern has been expressed in some analyses
of recent changes that staff decisions might in future be
taken by individuals without sufficient experience and
background in teaching and research, resulting in a de-
cline in the quality of working conditions.

II.3.2.  Staff Structures, Career Models and Selection 
Mechanisms

In this section, staff policy measures, the career models
now being developed and the resulting selection mecha-
nisms are to be investigated. Is there any policy regard-
ing the structural composition of staff and the relation
between permanent and non-permanent positions?
What is the balance between staff flexibility and stability
of employment? Are these issues regulated within the
autonomous space of the university or are they settled at
governmental level? Who decides about employment
conditions, promotion and staff quality assessment, and
who lays down the criteria applied? 

To start with, it is interesting to note that, although
the rhetoric concerning the need to reform academic
staff structures seems fairly homogeneous, the national
models of staff categories show clear variations. While
some countries have a limited number of permanent po-
sitions and dedicate less effort to regulating non-perma-
nent employment, others develop fine-tuned grids for all
possible employment categories. Moreover, an ever-in-
creasing number of academics are to be found on short-
term contracts, not only  in the framework of research
projects but also for specific teaching tasks. In addition,
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the permeability between the different levels of positions
varies greatly. Flexibility in staff employment conditions
as well as in promotion has an important influence on
the way universities exert their autonomous status and
manage to attract outstanding researchers and teachers.

The variations between the national settings investi-
gated in this paper might be explained by their respective
university histories, by the degree of flexibility in and be-
tween staff categories, as well as by the culture of union
representation. In general there is a need to differentiate
between regular teaching staff (such as different kinds of
professors or lecturers), visiting staff, assistant teaching
staff (junior positions) and special teaching staff (such as
language instructors). In the group of regular teaching
staff there is a clear divide between countries which still
use tenured contracts and those which have abandoned
tenure. It is also important to consider the career flexibil-
ity existing between the different levels in the main
teaching categories. While in some countries there are
career pathways which allow academics to move up-
wards in the academic hierarchy due to the excellent
quality of their contribution to research and teaching, in
other countries there are significant barriers between the
different categories, which block very different task pro-
files and hierarchical positions.

The general framework of employment in a specific
category is still, as a rule, laid down at the national level.
In those countries where no major structural reforms of
staff structures have been carried out, there is a centrally
organised allocation of academic posts and definition of
working conditions and pay. Thus a considerable degree
of influence over the universities is left to the govern-
ment. This is even more important as salaries are a major
part of the universities' budget and therefore crucial for
the institutions' flexibility. This is for example the case of
France or Greece, where the Ministry allocates and con-
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trols the number of positions and precise employment
conditions. However, in countries which have recently
implemented more radical reforms in the staff sector,
like the UK or the Netherlands, individual contracts
come to play an important role. They have to comply
with the basic rules of employment laid down by the gov-
ernment, but can contain a number of job-specific ele-
ments. While this increases the institutions' flexibility
and the chances of attracting the best people to the uni-
versities and gives rise to competition for highly qualified
staff, it can also lead to significant differences in job sat-
isfaction and consequently give rise to new forms of ten-
sion within the institution.

Both staff categories and employment conditions
point to what is perhaps the central element of debate in
many countries, namely the relation between permanent
and non-permanent staff as well as the status of universi-
ty staff (civil servants or not). Here we can discern a
trend away from tenured positions and from university
professors being civil servants, but only a few countries
have radically subscribed to this model so far. In most
countries the State remains a central player in laying
down the basic rules of employment as well as employ-
ment categories; in some cases, it even decides on the bal-
ance between staff categories. In general there is a clear
move away from direct influence by the government in
the countries where there have been major reforms,
though important State influence remains through budg-
ets and contract regulations. Universities are forced to
find a balance between highly qualified staff with stable
working conditions and a high level of job satisfaction,
and a more flexible workforce on short-term contracts
often linked to lower pay. In this sense the possibility of
autonomous decision-making on staff matters is clearly
limited by external financial and structural constraints.
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In the group of countries where there has been little
or no overall structural reform of the university system in
recent years – France, Italy and Greece – there are still al-
most ideal conditions for the staff. France has in the main
teaching staff category two kinds of positions: maître de
conférence (assistant/associate professor) and full profes-
sors. While both positions are civil servants, the latter
holds a tenured position immediately upon employment
while the former has a one- or two-year trial period be-
fore becoming tenured. Thus, as one analyst underlined,
you have no right to make a mistake in personnel policy
in the French system. This means that more than 90% of
this staff category is tenured and there is a severe ageing
problem among the permanent staff (Chevaillier 2001).

Italian universities are quite similar to the French as
they know two kinds of main teaching positions: the full
professor (with a preliminary three years as extraordi-
nary professor) and the associate professor. Both are
State employees and hold permanent positions. The post
of contract professor may be held for a period of up to
six years.

The main teaching staff in the Greek system are
employed at four levels: full professor, associate and
assistant professors and lecturers. While the first two
groups are elected in tenured positions, assistant profes-
sors can try to obtain tenure through promotion while
there are only temporary contracts for the position of
the lecturers. 

In Hungary there are two kinds of permanent posi-
tions available in the university: the university professor
and the university reader. While the former are still ap-
pointed and dismissed by the President of the Republic,
all other permanent and non-permanent teaching staff
(university reader, lecturer and assistant lecturer) are ap-
pointed and dismissed by the rector. 
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The Finnish system still has more than 80% of perma-
nent positions. Professors and associate professors (the
formal difference was abolished in 1998) account for
some 27% of staff, senior assistants and assistants repre-
sent 32% and lecturers 25%. Unions play a major role in
negotiating employment contracts and salaries in the
Finnish system. However, only the basic conditions are
fixed and each individual academic can negotiate specific
conditions of contract and pay.

With regard to staff employment strategies, Spain
holds a middle-ground position as it aims to legally de-
fine an upper limit of 51% for the number of academic
staff who can be civil servants. This means that nearly
half of all posts can now be temporary and these staff are
appointed for a specific purpose. In this sense the new
law has brought radical change to staffing structures.

An excellent example of yet another solution to the
question of tenure versus non-tenure is to be found in the
Netherlands. Tenure in the Dutch system does not apply
to a person, but to a specific position. When there is no
need for this position any more, the academic does not
lose his or her job. Although provided for by law, the
number of staff on non-tenured positions is extremely
low and in fact dismissing staff has proved to be rather
difficult. With the reforms of the 1990s, flexibility was
introduced into human resources, meaning the liberalisa-
tion of rules for recruitment, local pay bargaining, insti-
tutional salary scales, etc. This also increased the possibil-
ity of employing academic staff on temporary contracts.
In former times there was an automatic promotion pro-
cedure from one grade to the next, which led to an ex-
cessive number of professors, a fact which was seen as a
problem for the overall balance of the system. Some uni-
versities have drawn up special human resources man-
agement plans in order to meet their needs (personal and
variable contracts are offered), though always with the
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Ministry of Education as a participant in the negotiations
on pay and conditions of employment. 

The Dutch reform in 1992 was crucial in this respect
as, from then on, institutions were legally able to deter-
mine at a local level some of the employment conditions
for academic and non-academic staff, with the exception
of certain defined matters which still depended on the
Ministry (like standard working hours, social security is-
sues, job evaluation and salary scales). This was an im-
portant step towards decentralisation, the next stage be-
ing the Minister's decision to replace government regula-
tion by an institutional framework in which universities
negotiate with trade unions on salaries and conditions of
service (de Weert 2001).

The British system is among all European systems in-
vestigated here the most radical one with regard to staff
policy. Academic tenure was abandoned as early as 1988
and since then full-time academic staff have had perma-
nent contracts. Within the different categories of aca-
demic staff, promotion is always preceded by a positive
evaluation. To become a professor, you have to apply for
a post (it can be either a personal chair or a chair open on
a competitive basis). All personnel issues are regulated
within the university. However, many of the studies
about academic staff in British higher education show the
growing pressure felt by the individual to comply with
the institution's objectives, a tendency closely linked to
highly standardised evaluation and funding procedures.

While these examples show quite important differ-
ences between academic working conditions among dif-
ferent European countries, there seems nevertheless to
be one common trend observable, namely the increasing
creation of new short-term positions, in particular for
doctoral students or those at post-doctoral level. This is
linked to a number of factors. First, due to the age struc-
ture of the academic workforce and the fact that most
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positions filled in the 1970s and 1980s were tenured,
there was little chance of an academic career for young
and gifted scholars. Universities all over Europe have
dealt with this problem by creating temporary positions
for this workforce in order not to lose them after their
university education. Second, there is an increasing need
for a more flexible staff structure in order to respond to
the different requirements of students. Having a rather
large group of contractual positions is seen as a way of re-
sponding to such needs. Third, some of these part-time
temporary positions are taken up by people who have a
job outside the university, but are integrated into univer-
sity programmes in order to bring more on-the-job train-
ing perspectives into higher education. As this is seen as
an important asset for new curricula, the hiring of exter-
nal experts has been tested in most European countries.
Finally, these short-term contract staff are generally paid
far less than permanent staff and are often given a heavy
workload in order to keep within spending limits.

Two examples can be given of the kinds of problems
the short-term employment of young researchers can
create. Debate was particularly intense in the case of
Spain, where the deplorable working conditions for
short-term contracted post-doctoral researchers was
documented by the international journal Nature in 1997/
98 (Abbott 1998). While an attempt was made to attract
qualified young people back to Spain, it was not possible
to offer them decent working conditions and they started
to get organised in order to fight these conditions of ex-
ploitation. Similar problems are also debated in the case
of France (Fréville 2001), where most of the main teach-
ing staff are tenured, while an increasing number of
young researchers on short-term contracts carry out a
significant part of the institution’s tasks, but are badly
paid and hold temporary positions. In the history of
French universities such a situation had already given rise
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to severe conflict between contract staff and the Ministry
– leading to the “incorporation” of hundreds of such
long-term contract workers: this meant giving them ten-
ure. However, such a move did not solve the problem
and new temporary contracts were created, with a max-
imum time length in order to avoid any legal disputes.

A third issue that seems central when investigating the
question of university autonomy with regard to academ-
ic staff is the selection procedures that are put in place. It
is through them that the State in some cases still tries to
keep a significant degree of control and influence over
the universities. Models vary also in this case due to dif-
ferent traditions in government-university relations.

From the eight countries under consideration, only
for the UK and the Netherlands can it be said that there
is no influence on personnel decisions on the part of the
government.

France and Italy are two interesting cases in this re-
gard. In the French system there are commissions at the
national level for each discipline which carry out an ini-
tial selection of candidates for posts in a particular field,
either for an assistant professorship or a full professor-
ship. This means that both disciplinary control and cen-
tralised power is exerted and in this way the pool of po-
tential candidates is defined. Italian universities also used
this system as a means to “counterbalance” the increased
autonomy given to individual universities. In the 1990s
this caused a dispute between the supporters of decen-
tralisation and university autonomy, and those who
wanted to assure government control. The 1998 law
proposed some kind of compromise between the two po-
sitions. On the one hand, it abolished the qualifying ex-
aminations and the list of nationally qualified candidates.
On the other hand, the universities cannot take decisions
over staff autonomously, but have to delegate the task to
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a national commission that pre-selects a list of three can-
didates (Moscati 2001, 123).

Also in the case of the Spanish reform, the stated au-
tonomy of the universities in staff decisions is somewhat
weakened by the State having increased control, for ex-
ample through the fact that anybody wanting to teach at
a university must pass an exam in order to receive a “na-
tional habilitation”, which is under national control
(Godfrey 2002).

In Finland, there is a clear trend towards deregulation
in the personnel sector and the selection of staff is entire-
ly in the hands of the university. The university can set up
new positions and abolish old ones, and fixed-term ap-
pointments for academic staff have become more com-
mon. In general these new regulations are closely linked
to evaluation procedures and the measurement of input
and output. For professors, the faculty board establishes
the post, external referees make a selection from the can-
didates, then the faculty board decides on the candidate,
together with the rector. For other staff, it is also the fac-
ulty board which decides. 

In the case of Greece the university has full autonomy
to select candidates for posts and to decide on the areas
these posts will be allocated to, though the Ministry can
still decide on the number of posts to be given to a uni-
versity and control the economic and legal aspects of the
selection and appointment process. In Hungary the situ-
ation is somewhat similar. The council, together with the
rector, decides on the appointment of academic staff.
Professors only are appointed and dismissed by the Pres-
ident of the Republic.
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II.3.3. From Staff Administration to Human Resources 
Management: Some Indicators for Change

When looking at the debates about university reform in
many European countries, it is interesting to see how
personnel management is addressed. As noted in the in-
troduction to this section, there is a clear shift away from
“taking care of the personnel” within an institution, to-
wards managing “human resources”.

Thus we would like to formulate the hypothesis that
the human resource concept is the most fundamental
force for change with regard to the new universities.
How is that linked to the question of an institution’s au-
tonomy? And what are the structural answers an institu-
tion has to find to counter the difficulties linked to this?

First of all in many of recently reformed university
structures, special commissions or offices for staff devel-
opment have been or are to be set up. With an environ-
ment changing at ever faster speed and expressing ever
clearer demands towards the university, the staff – in par-
ticular those holding permanent positions – need to be
committed to continuous learning and repositioning
processes. In this sense the motto of lifelong learning
does not only hold for the members of society but is in-
creasingly present also in the thinking of university man-
agement.

Second, it is important that in most countries the uni-
versity is now no longer perceived as a place for highly
qualified individual researchers and teachers to carry out
their work, but as an organisation that has to provide cer-
tain services to society (education, knowledge produc-
tion, expertise etc.). In this sense specific policies have to
be developed inside the university in order to live up to
these expectations and thus to assure its long-term sur-
vival. As a result, but also on the basis of a high degree of
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autonomy, institutions have introduced quality monitor-
ing and quality assurance schemes. 

Both these points lead to the fact that staff are increas-
ingly treated in a more collective way than before, and
the idea of being “replaceable” has become an important
part of thinking in relation to the development of aca-
demic potential. This is in a way the reverse side of the
flexibility argument. From the point of view of autono-
my, this means that there is a clear shift away from an in-
dividual formulation of autonomy towards institutional
flexibility.

The fourth and final observation concerns a clearer
separation between those who have high-ranking man-
agement positions and those who hold senior academic
posts. In many cases management positions are no longer
linked to the fact of being a recognised academic. This
has on the one hand the consequence that people with
specific management skills are starting to play an impor-
tant role in the new entrepreneurial and service-oriented
universities. On the other hand, it means that higher ed-
ucation and research issues are subject to the influence of
people who have never been involved in such activities
themselves. This brings with it the danger of underesti-
mating the needs of the academic workforce and over-
looking the fundamental conditions for innovative aca-
demic work.

Concluding Remarks

By way of conclusion four points should be made. First,
it is important to understand change in the university
system as a process characterised by a polarity of forces
that are at work. On the one hand there is an increasing-
ly strong push for the homogenisation of the overall
structure of higher education – in particular if one wants
to foster mobility and exchanges across Europe. It is not
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only a question of formal contracts and procedures, but
also of informal exchange and network building, that re-
sults in more and more university members migrating
across national boundaries. The identification of “good
practice” and its transfer still seem  guiding principles in
the science policy arena. This explains why specific solu-
tions in one area can become model solutions in others.

On the other hand, a globalised higher education net-
work is perceived important in order to develop individ-
ual profiles and to adapt their decision-making mecha-
nisms, value systems and management procedures to this
specific identity. They have to fit a cultural context,
dovetail various experiences and different relational net-
works, and thus must make sense to the staff of the insti-
tution. From this point of view, autonomy also means in-
creased insecurity and responsibility, two sides of devel-
opment which staff with leadership functions will have
to cope with. When stressing the need for tailored solu-
tions, there is no doubt that learning from other experi-
ences is central, but elements that function in one specific
system will not necessarily do so in another context.
Managing a university within the limits of the given au-
tonomy will mean finding the most suitable way to max-
imise freedom of movement, both for the institution and
the individuals who work in it. Universities as institutions
will have to learn to manage the tension between homog-
enisation and differentiation.

Second, while there is definitely an increase in auton-
omy at certain levels, we should also see the counterpart
to this. The ideological foundation of the university has
undergone major changes and it is not clear on what ba-
sis these changes are to be justified. Let me use the meta-
phor of a pendulum. After the “democratic euphoria” of
the 1970s, science and the university as an institution
were seen as a democratic arena in which decisions had
to be taken on a common basis; the pendulum is now
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swinging far in the other direction. The time horizon on
which scientific work is judged is becoming shorter and
shorter, more and more research is tied to specific con-
tracts, and fewer institutions are willing to risk investing
in unknown territory. Intellectual creativity, however,
needs time, freedom of movement and the feeling that
risk-taking is accepted in the institutional setting. If we
construct universities as autonomous institutions, the
aim should not only be to bring in as much and as diver-
sified funding as possible – and to spend time on related
contracts only – but also to search actively for a balance
between these activities and more long-term strategic de-
velopments. The delicate balance between autonomy,
freedom of research, and individual aspirations to do re-
search is at stake. The university will thus have to learn
to create niches in its own institutional space which allow
for both quality of work and creativity, and it will need
to take these risks and feel accountable for such choices. 

Third, there seems to be a growing belief that giving
more autonomy to the university has to be accompanied
by rather sophisticated procedures of accountability.
While one could surely agree on such a connection, cur-
rent models tend to become too technocratic in some
countries. To assure control of the input/output ratio,
much emphasis is put on making work measurable, a
work which is difficult to modulate in a quantitative way.
While the British experience should have taught us all
about the drawbacks of over-simplistic managerial mech-
anisms, the newly reformed systems seem tempted still to
introduce such models of accountability in order to min-
imise risk, at least in formal terms. In this way we might
fall into the trap of not grasping the fascinating and be-
wildering variety of innovation and knowledge produc-
tion present in these institutions, while being able to ac-
count for mediocre but regular output. Thus, when
thinking about procedures and methods of evaluation
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and accountability, the following quote might be of some
help for reflection: “Methodology is important, but is no
substitute for content. There is no guaranteed methodo-
logical path to the promised land. There is nothing mys-
tical nor transformative about methods of any kind. You
can kiss a frog if you want, hoping it will turn into a
handsome prince, but when you open your eyes, you will
find you are kissing a frog.”1

Finally, changes in personnel management show the
limits of a free-market system for institutions such as uni-
versities. In many countries in Europe, the number of
students has fallen in some of the central scientific disci-
plines such as physics. Worried voices claim that this is
the result of disenchantment caused by societal critics,
who have made science seem less attractive to the young-
er generation and who thus make them reluctant to take
these subjects. Allow me to speculate on other reasons.
Could it depend on the way in which the institution/uni-
versity has changed and on the path it has chosen to take?
Maybe, with the disappearance of the free inquiry mod-
el, certain kinds of persons have also disappeared. Maybe
it is the idea that knowledge production is divided into
ever smaller units and takes place under enormous time
constraints that is discouraging. Probably the reasons are
a mixture of these. If we want to attract excellent scien-
tists, then universities have to become places which are
attractive again.

 While the economic competitiveness of scientific in-
stitutions, the quality assessment of scientific work and
accountability to stakeholders have surely become key
forces in universities, we have to be aware that some
counter-steering on the part of the university as an au-
tonomous institution might be needed. If the directions

1 Newsletter of the Institute for Advanced Studies, Vienna,
Austria, 2/1993
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taken are not critically examined, if we do not balance
the relation between contract research and non-econom-
ically oriented research, if we do not question the criteria
that we apply for evaluation purposes, and if accounta-
bility does not mean taking responsibility but simply rep-
resents a technical procedure, then it might be that we
are steering slowly the universities into a dead-end. Au-
tonomy means responsibility for the decisions taken and
for developing a clear role within contemporary society;
it means accountability in the sense of opening up the
university towards society, while keeping it sufficiently
closed in order to ensure favourable working conditions;
it means being competitive but selective on areas of fo-
cus; it means assuring quality, but understanding that this
is a living notion that needs constant scrutiny; it means
taking risks in order to safeguard the future; and some-
times it has meant and will mean not only thinking with
the times, but also against them. This might be a unique
challenge to be taken up by universities. 
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Observatory Seminar: a Summary
“University Autonomy and Human Resources”
Bologna,17 September 2002

Gordon Shenton
Bernadette Conraths

The concluding summary was presented in such a way
that the principal ideas expressed in the three sessions
were organised into operational “how to” Guidelines.
Each item was introduced by a verb to convey the point
that it constituted a step in an active process designed to
help universities and their rectors to plan a strategic ap-
proach to institutional development while taking into
account the defence of the Magna Charta values. The
concluding presentation was, therefore, an extrapola-
tion from what was essentially a debate in which certain
key ideas were explored. It was only possible to make
this extrapolation to the extent that a certain degree of
consensus emerged regarding what needed to be done.
Nonetheless, the fact remains that the summary goes
further than the debate itself in laying the foundations of
a systematic approach to the issue of university govern-
ance and strategy definition.
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1. Defining a strategy

Accept Diversity

A starting point for all strategic thinking has to be an ac-
ceptance of the extreme diversity of situations and solu-
tions across the European space. In attempting to define
what a university is and what its role should be in society,
one must bear in mind that there are in fact many differ-
ent models in the field of higher education. There is no
single definition. There are research universities and
there are vocationally oriented institutions, there are
public universities and there are private universities,
there are the imperatives of mass education and there is
the challenge of excellence. While we may all have in our
minds a certain vision of what the fundamental mission
of “the University” as a millenary institution should be
(knowledge creation and knowledge transmission), it is
almost impossible today to define a single mission appli-
cable to all universities across Europe. There is in prac-
tice no single model and it is, therefore, a fundamental
mistake to bring to this question an a priori or ideologi-
cal answer. Each institution must position itself and de-
fine its own identity and mission.

Define a position

The task of self-definition will involve answering a
number of key questions: What does the institution
want to be? What does it want to do? Where does it want
to go? What are its objectives? How does it define the fi-
nality of its various activities? What is expected of it in its
particular environment? How does it see its role in soci-
ety? What constitutes the legitimacy of the institution
historically and at the present time? Is it possible to an-
swer the question “What does society expect of the insti-
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tution”? On what does it wish to found its future legiti-
macy?

At this stage of the process we are dealing with basic
issues of identity, legitimacy, mission, and vision. A sys-
tematic effort, probably involving all the actors within
the institution, has to be made to think through these
questions in order to define a strategy for future develop-
ment. Defining a strategy is, therefore, about choice.
Which does not mean that self-definition is not limited
by the continuity of past tradition, by the weight of ac-
quired identity, by the demands and expectations of so-
ciety and the State. But it does mean that the range of
possible and legitimate choice must be explored creative-
ly, avoiding at one extreme the pitfall of reasoning that,
because we are what we are, we must continue to be
what we were, and at the other the illusion of limitless
choice in which anything is possible. It also must be
borne in mind that there are no stable answers to some
very basic questions. For instance, the question: “What
does society expect of the university?” turns out to be al-
most impossible to answer. Who speaks for society?
What do we make of contradictory demands that the
university serve the short term needs of employability on
the labour market and that it prepare graduates for a re-
warding life as free spirits and responsible citizens. The
institution must seek its own interpretation of the con-
fused signals and make its own synthesis. Similarly, each
institution must define its own position as regards the
political and economic forces that define themselves as
stakeholders.

Define Autonomy

Autonomy is not total independence and must always be
defined within limits and constraints. Public universities
are subject to national legislation, their budget is provid-
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ed by the state and their staff are often considered state
functionaries. Private universities are also subject to leg-
islation, notably as regards the degrees they confer.
From one country to another, the degree of decentrali-
sation of the higher education system will vary consider-
ably and, as a result, the ability to pursue a differentiated
strategy will also vary. In all cases, universities are the
object of political decisions, not necessarily in the sense
of ideological pressure limiting their freedom of thought
and expression, but in material questions that determine
their everyday functioning. The point is that each insti-
tution must seek to optimise its freedom to make strate-
gic choices and to enlarge its scope for independent ac-
tion. This will involve negotiation and an ability to make
the best use of existing opportunities for autonomous
action. The dominant trend is towards decentralisation
in the interest of greater efficiency, but the transfer of
authority and responsibility is accompanied by in-
creased accountability. Autonomy is the freedom to
manage within established limits, but with sufficient de-
volved responsibility to make effective action possible.

Autonomy has, then, to be defined in terms of its lim-
its, the range of freedom of action within which inde-
pendent or differentiated objectives can be set, and the
way in which responsibility and accountability are exer-
cised. Furthermore, there may often be a contractual di-
mension to the question requiring that the range of stra-
tegic objectives is negotiated externally with the appro-
priate public authorities and internally within the power
structure of the institution. This endeavour requires on
the part of the university leadership considerable “polit-
ical” acumen in the best sense of the word, that is to say,
an ability to distinguish the possible from the desirable,
an ability to persuade and motivate, an ability to compro-
mise and so on.
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Autonomy must, therefore, be understood as an ex-
tremely relative and constantly changing concept. It can-
not be seen as an absolute having a precise pre-estab-
lished ideological content. It must always be justified.
However, one essential value-related issue has to be ad-
dressed in setting strategic objectives within the context
of institutional autonomy. There is clearly a fear and a
risk that the pursuit of institutional effectiveness will fa-
vour the interest of the collective entity over the individ-
ual interests of the academic staff. It is from this perspec-
tive that institutional autonomy is sometimes seen as
standing in conflict with academic freedom. Thus it is es-
sential to make it clear that there is no necessary, funda-
mental opposition between the pursuit of institutional
autonomy and the defence of academic freedom. 

Establish a balance between conflicting tensions

In the process of defining a strategy, it may often appear
that choices have to be made between apparently irrec-
oncilable principles or values, creating a highly charged,
even passionate, ideological dimension to the question:
institutional autonomy as an automatic limitation to in-
dividual academic freedom; short-term economically
oriented objectives set against more noble long-term ed-
ucational objectives; a research orientation against a vo-
cational orientation; a market orientation as opposed to
academic and scholarly values; a results-oriented con-
cept of quality opposed to an ethos of non-evaluation in
the name of individual freedom; managerial decision
making as opposed to collegial decision making. How-
ever, progress can only be made if it is understood that
there is no “right” answer to these questions and that the
positioning of each institution will require the search for
an appropriate balance between these lines of tension. It
is essential nonetheless that the choices made should be
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explicit and fully justified within the framework of each
institution’s strategic positioning.

The way forward for European universities is to look
beyond prejudice or dogma to the lessons of good prac-
tice, to identify examples where the ideological gap has
been effectively bridged. There is a need for case studies
to help institutions find their own path to balanced
progress.

2.  Establishing effective management for strategy 
implementation

Put in place effective leadership

The process of strategic self-definition described in the
first section of these Guidelines will only be possible if
the institution has effective leadership. There can be no
vision and no strategy without leadership, although this
does not necessarily mean that every institution has to
find a charismatic leader. Leadership may be in the
hands of a single individual, but in the higher education
environment it is much more likely to be in the hands of
a team. Effective leadership is just as much about the cre-
ation of effective systems to ensure collaborative strate-
gy formulation throughout the organisation. Leadership
must work in the structure and through the structure if
the process of change is to become dynamic.

Thought must be given to the definition of the man-
date given to leaders within university management sys-
tems. Stability and continuity of authority are essential
factors if long-term strategic planning is be possible. For
instance, effective leadership cannot be exercised if there
is not a sufficient length of time to define and implement
a policy. Three years is probably a minimum to meet this
condition.
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Key issues in this respect will be the definition of the
profile and role of those given leadership responsibility.
Ulricke Felt underlines the fact that many universities are
appointing leaders who are not members of the academic
community as part of a shift to more managerial ap-
proach. However, it is clear that managerial qualities
alone will not be sufficient if the person is not accepted
by the organisation and cannot mobilise energies behind
a strategy. Moreover there is a strong likelihood that a
more centralised executive system will be seen as a threat
to the diffuse collegiate decision-making culture of the
traditional university. There is a fundamental “political”
issue here in as much as the implementation of stronger
leadership implies a shift in the power structure of the
university. This requires careful management and con-
siderable diplomatic skill.

Put in place appropriate structures and processes to 
facilitate effective management

Effective leadership will, then, depend not just on the
quality of the leaders, but on the effectiveness of the or-
ganisational structure within which it is exercised. As a
consequence, it will be necessary to re-examine the en-
tire organisation of the institution and the associated
processes for decision making. This will require in many
cases a change in the committee structure so that effec-
tive decision making can be reconciled to a reasonable
extent with collaborative decision making. It is essential
not to destroy the sense of collective responsibility that
characterises the academic community, while breaking
out of the conservatism and paralysis that are engen-
dered by systems in which everybody has a say in every-
thing.
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Establish an effective governance structure

All management systems should be subject to supervi-
sion and control. This is the role of the institution’s Gov-
erning Body or Board of Administrators to which the
leadership of the institution is accountable. Its primary
responsibilities are to defend the long-term interest of
the institution, to approve major strategic decisions, to
control the finances, and, in some cases, to appoint the
President or Rector. For this mission to be properly ex-
ercised, Board members must be independent, reflect
different perspectives with a mix of people from inside
and outside the institution, and be properly empowered
to take decisions.

A second requirement of an effective governance sys-
tem is to ensure that the institution is open to external in-
put. This is the function of an Advisory Board, which
should include a wide variety of points of view, not just
from the world of academia, but from different political,
social  and economic constituencies. The inclusion of
some international expertise is also an important dimen-
sion.

Define levels of responsibility and authority

There are two dimensions to this issue. The first con-
cerns the key structural question of what should be cen-
tralised and what should be decentralised. Clearly
stronger institutional leadership implies greater execu-
tive centralisation, even if centralisation does not ex-
clude collaborative decision-making processes through-
out the institution. On the other hand, more effective
university management may mean devolving much
greater authority and responsibility down to the level of
the Schools and Faculties that make up the institution.
The issue of autonomy has also to be addressed at the
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level of the various academic disciplines and organisa-
tional units into which they are structured. How much
freedom should such a unit have to define and deploy its
own strategy? 

A second dimension is the definition of individual
spheres of authority and responsibility. A major criticism
that has been made of the traditional university form of
internal governance is that it does not designate clear
lines of responsibility for specific tasks at different levels
of the organisation. As a result, new programme devel-
opment, curriculum reform, and innovation are difficult
to manage when decisions and their implementation are
the responsibility of committees. Greater autonomy in
decentralised units will require as a corollary a strength-
ening of the authority of their heads. School and Faculty
Deans will have greater responsibility for setting objec-
tives and implementing strategy. Programme and re-
search directors at the front line of the institution’s activ-
ities will have better defined responsibilities and more
authority, but they will also be more accountable within
such a decentralised structure. The institutional restruc-
turing that the above process entails must be carried out
in such a way that the academic freedom of the decen-
tralised teaching and research units is enhanced and not
restricted.

Integrate students into the university community

The university is faced with a dilemma as regards its atti-
tude towards its students. On the one hand there is its
historical conception of its students as members of an in-
tegrated academic community. On the other there is a
tendency to see students, and for students to see them-
selves, as consumers. From this perspective, the univer-
sity becomes just another service provider. If, however,
the university wishes to defend the principle that stu-
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dents belong to the university as full members and part-
ners , then steps must be taken to counter this weakening
of the link. It is not just a matter of integrating them into
the decision-making process, but much more essentially
a matter of creating a learning community in which they
feel a sense of belonging.

3. Managing and Developing the Academic Community

Think beyond tenure

A number of factors are combining to reduce the rele-
vance of tenure in defining the core academic staff with-
in higher education institutions. The managerial revolu-
tion with its search for greater productivity, flexibility
and performance evaluation has made institutions reluc-
tant to guarantee lifetime job security. Academic facul-
ties are now managed with a more diversified approach
and with a greater concern for the contribution to the in-
stitution. Career development is no longer seen uniquely
in terms of scaling the hierarchical ladder up the various
rungs of professorial levels. It is necessary to link remu-
neration, promotion and retention more closely to ef-
fective performance in the service of the institution.
However, this should not be interpreted to mean that in-
dividuals are to be forced into a mould that they reject,
but that they are to be held to account for the successful
accomplishment of their teaching and research missions.
It does mean that their accountability is not merely to
the wider institution of their own profession, but to the
specific institution of which they are a part. From this
perspective it becomes very important to carefully de-
fine the mission of the academic staff, both individually
and collectively. The balance between teaching, re-
search and service to the institution becomes a crucial di-
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mension. Such an approach does, of course, lead to situ-
ations where university leaders may have to say NO in
the case of faculty members who are clearly not fulfilling
their basic obligations.

Young academics themselves no longer see tenure as
the central issue: they are more concerned with manag-
ing their own market value in a more mobile marketplace
than with staking out a career in a single institution. A
consequence of this is that loyalty has become a central
issue for universities. Remuneration levels, incentives, re-
ward systems have to be sufficiently competitive to at-
tract and retain good teachers and researchers. In design-
ing a policy for the management of key human resources,
higher education institutions must adopt a more varied
and flexible approach than can be achieved with the sole
instrument of tenure.

Even institutions that have retained the tenure system
in one form or another are faced with the need to diver-
sify academic resources beyond this one category. In
some European countries, university professors still have
civil service status with a result that the State governs the
conditions of appointment and promotion within the
system. This may offer the advantage of security to indi-
vidual academics , but it may constrain the institution in
the constitution of the pool of talent that it needs. Such
constraints often stand in the way of the international
mobility that so many universities would wish to pro-
mote.

Establish a core academic faculty supported by flexible 
complementary resources

The first issue is to establish a stable core of teachers and
researchers that “belong” to the institution, either be-
cause they have tenure there or because they have per-
manent, often full-time contracts. These will be the cen-
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tral resources that will produce new knowledge and de-
velop the distinctive expertise upon which the institu-
tion will construct its strategy. However, this inner cir-
cle of academics will almost certainly have to be backed
up by concentric circles of part-time, adjunct resources
who complement the expertise of the core faculty in spe-
cific areas. The total resources available for the develop-
ment of the institution must then be seen as the sum of
these two categories and managed as a unified whole.

Differentiate contracts and categories

A first consequence of the above is the need to differen-
tiate carefully between the various categories of academ-
ic staff that are deployed by the institution, some being
differentiated in terms of specialisation (i.e. exclusively
teaching, exclusively research, exclusively new technol-
ogy development and so on), others being differentiated
in terms of the amount of time they devote to the institu-
tion, yet others being differentiated along both of these
axis. A second consequence is the need to manage hu-
man resources with a flexible range of contractual solu-
tions. The ability to manage the complexity of this dif-
ferentiated approach to academic staff is essential to the
successful implementation of the chosen strategy.

Build effective faculty management systems

In order for this differentiated multi-tiered faculty to
function effectively, time must be spent designing a sys-
tem to manage the way in which these categories are re-
cruited, deployed and developed.. The system would
normally be expected to cover recruitment, promotion,
work load management, development, remuneration,
incentives, rewards, assessment, etc. However, such a
system cannot be simply a set of rules applied centrally,
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it must function with a high degree of decentralisation
down to the Faculty, Department, School level where
the deployment will take place. Once again care must be
taken not to overmanage or to manage in such a way that
the initial moral contract between the individual aca-
demic and the institution is broken. The system must ex-
plicitly respect the principles of academic freedom.

Link Faculty management to strategy

Faculty management is strategic: the key element in the
implementation of any strategy within an educational
institution is always the academic staff. The determining
factors will be the quality of this body and its willingness
to mobilise in pursuit of the objectives that have been set.
In the same way that the structure of the institution and
its leadership processes must be adapted to effective im-
plementation of the strategic ambitions so must the fac-
ulty management system be geared to those same strate-
gic objectives. It is obvious, for instance, that the direc-
tion in which the institution has decided to go will have
a direct effect on faculty recruitment decisions. Howev-
er, from the point of view of the principles of the Magna
Charta, a constant concern must be to define a strategy
that strikes a constructive, “win-win” balance between
the greater good of the institution as a collective entity
and the legitimate interests of the individual academics
that make up the institution. This is perhaps the key
challenge that university leaders face: how to integrate
individual professors with their cultural tradition of self-
management into strategically managed institutions.

Develop quality objectives and processes

It is important that universities take a proactive stance in
the field of quality assurance. This is necessary in order
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to satisfy the requirements of those national authorities
that finance and regulate higher education institutions.
It is necessary to satisfy the requirements of the students
whose expectations in this area are likely to increase. It
is necessary to satisfy the requirements of the market-
place of recruiters and partners with whom the institu-
tion interacts. It is necessary for internal reasons relating
to the institution’s capacity for innovation and progress.
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ENVOI

Dr. Andris Barblan
Secretary General

In a way, the conversation in Bologna referred to a
blueprint, often implicit, of what a modern European
university is and should be. This image represents a pos-
sible management answer to many of the trends and de-
velopments outlined in Ulrike Felt’s paper. This can only
be a vision for the time being as the long term role and
identity of the academic institution is far from being de-
fined – history being a long process of slow changes and
abrupt ruptures. This first issue of the Magna Charta pa-
pers on the Management of Autonomy has attempted to
take stock of the forces shaping today’s higher education
in two areas of concern, decision making and human re-
sources. The Observatory intends to follow this first ex-
perience with further analyses of the universities’ condi-
tions of survival and prosperity.
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